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Homeless
numbers
low in city
Study finds 62
living in
Harrisonburg
B^ MARY FRANC IS C/ARSIY

assistant news editor
HARRISONBURG — The
illy homeleei population
small, it's Invisible to those who
don't know it exists
"It's not something people
think about bccauN we don't
sir people lying In the street,
said Karen Barnes, director of
tin1 Communlt) Resource Center tor the Harnsonburg-Rockmgham Homeless Management
Information Svstem Agencies
'We don'l alwaya want to acknowledge that |honielessness|
is here."
According to a count conducted by the Department of
Housing and I rhan Development in |une 200% there are
727,304 homeleei people In the
United States An informal surv < v done in lamiarv bvlhe Mei
. v House in local soup kitcheni
and ahehers found only f»2 in
Harrisonhurg.
Despite their small numbers, the Harrisonburg horneli'ss population represents a diverse group ot individuals with
reasons tor their homeleesnesi
varying from an InabiHt) to pai
rent to domestu abuse Some
have onl) been without a home
tor a month, while others have
remained homeless lor over 10
-.cars
I he local reeourcea available to
these individuals raffed the broad
range oi needs oi the group.
■he MerCJ House is a support centei tor families that pro
\utes them with a place to stay in
addition to teaching them how
tu overcome the barriers that
Caused their situation, including budgeting and |ob retention
skills, dire, tor Iw lia I ee said
We focus on families who
are about to lose their homes
or who are unable to pay their
rent. |hc said We don't deal
with individuals with substance
abuse or those who need an
emcrgenc) home tor the night.
We reter tlu*ni to the Salvation
\rm\

see HOMELESSNESS, pa$e 4
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William & Mary visits
Bridgeforth for Homecoming.
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Every Tuesday and Thursday,
it's the Farmers Market.
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protests
cuts
U.S. Olympic Committee
interferes for first time with
Title IX compliance
BY RACHANA DIXIT
. I'.tor

JML's decision to cut 10 vanity teams m order to be litle IX
compliant has spurred student rallies, campaigns and protests
ever sm.c it was made And now, the tinted States Olympic
Committee has decided to get in the mix.
Pot the first time in its history, the I StH has entered a light
to save sports that were cut from a collegiate athletics program.
As part of their response, USOC CEO lames Scherr sent a letter
Oct. 12 addressed toJMU President I .in wood Rose and Athletn
Director |eff Bourne.
In the letter, Scherr said, "It is well documented that the spirit
of the Title IX law is to ensure opportunities for participation in
sport are proportional and fair for men and women. I he intent oi
me taw is not to discontinue sport programs foi men
, > eliminate Olympic sports from a university's athletic program "
Scherr added, "We hav e seen universities across the nation
inappropriately use Title IX as an excuse to justify the elimination oi sport programs, and far too often the programs dropped
are Olympic sports," and that the I SOC "welcomes the opportunity to work with you in identifying viable alternatives to keep
these intercollegiate sports alive at lames Madison I rmcrsitv
All cut sports have a direct connection to the Olympic movement. Recently! the U90C has looked Into the decline of Olympic
sports at the collegiate lev el In 21MH, a task force was formed
between the USOC and the NCAA to investigate this issue and
proper Title IX implementation
Title IX was enacted in 1972 as an educational amendment
to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The law requires educational
institutions to maintain policies, practices ftftd programs that
do not discriminate against am one based nn sex. In addition, in
1996, the Office tor Civil Rights issued a policy clarification with
regard to the I itle IX legislation, creating a three-part effective
aCCOnunodatlon test to ensure compliance.
Under the test, a university may: Provide participation
opportunities tor women and men that are substantially proportionate to their respective rates ot enrollment as full-time
undergraduate students; Demonstrate a rUStOty and continuing
practice ot pmgram expansion for the underrepresented sex; or
lullv and effectively accommodate the interests and abilities oi
the underrepresented sex.
I hough any of the three parts could have been followed,
Bourne said proportionally was the best option lor |\U
■ lo trv and go and add more snorts just wasn't an option for

said, adding
that 220 female athletes would
be needed to achieve gender
equality.
After receiving a hard copy
of the USOC letter Tuesday,
Bourne added that
though he understands their position, the USOC
failed to mention
any alternatives to
their decision
"Unfortunately the
letter doCfl not address am
viable means ot achieving
compliance with the current law," bourne said At
^H
^^Pr the
end of the dav, the interpretation
^•aaa^^
,,f the
law stands " He said that despite the
USOCs
dissatisfaction with IMl 's actions, it will not affect the Board ol
\ uritor'l decision
Bourne said the univ crsitv has been out of compliance with
Title IX since the late I970i and pressure increased on universities m the 1990s to become compliant Proa 1999 to 2000, JMU
studied the issue ot compliance and decided to make scholarship
cuts instead of cutting entire sports OUl ot the program
Before the cuts, (ML had 2S v STSlt) sports teams, ranking it
seventh in the United States tor the most eattit) teams spurn
sored.
It noncomplianca continues, Bourne said the federal funding (ML receives could be at stake What is more likelv, he said,
is theuniversitv would be subjei t tO more pressure from club
programs to become vanity, and the) would have to be willing
to bring them to the vanity level
I Itimatelv. Bourne said the Hoard ot \isitors acted in the best
way possible to maintain a high -cpialiiv athletics program.
"It's a verv difficult and trving time tor thecoaches and
student athletes " he said But. | I he Hoard ol Visitors| believe
firmly in this direction and we will continue to move forward."
USOC spokesman Darrv I Sicbel could not be reached tor
comment by the time of publication

Interstate 81 expansion plan approved
Improvements
expected to start
in under 2 years
m JORDAN D
staff writer

SI'SAN WIMMI Kill 1)1 /!/,■/*»,.
This truck could be cruising down an eight lane highway In the near future as the
Commonweatlh Transportation Board approved a plan to expand Interstate 81.

M>I KIH HK

HARRISONBURG — K.I
lowing weeks ot wrangling AIK\
revising, the < onmionwealth
transportation Board opened the
gates for impmv ements on Interstate Ml to begin. Although funds
have been appn»pnated to the
construction efforts, drivers mav
still find their wallets slightly
smaller after the board also OK'd
the use ot tolls
The approved plan .alls lor
two phases with the first making
immediate changes to dangerous
an'asof I -HI
" I hese Improvements w ill
address our most pressing safety
concents," said Del. Chnstopher
Saxman (R-2tHh district) It also
leaves it open tor am future pro|ectsthe) may want to pursue
The Transportation Board

appropriated $I<K> million tor
truck acceleration lanes along
the interstate and <4^ million tor
the lengthening ol dangerous entrance and evit ramps t oiistru.
tion on the projects should begin
in less than two vearv following
VIXTT's selection oi which areas
need the most improvement
Tlie upcoming conatnictlon in
i ritual areas could lead to severe
tratti. praMems. IHI, which has
already been labeled as nspjinng
immediate expansion, mav Bee
reduced numbers ot Lines
I .11, one is going to uas
Route 33noH it wtuaned HarnV
sonburgoverall, but deliniteK on
mute 11.' junior Amanda /aw ad
said \1v trip to New lersev is
now going to be SOI hours."
Some truck drivers have
callisd out Harrisonburg tor
having dangerous anas (. hu.k
Irame, a driver tor Invnian
I rucking, has had difficulties
around thecH)
rake tor example I xit 247. It's
verv dangerous and neede to be
opened up," he said "\bu don't
get BOLOOO pounds moving verv
easily, not like a Mustang GJ

frame, however. pointi\i out
that Harrisonburg is not as bad
when compared to other anal
along 1-81.
Saxman said the tM4^ million planned tor the immediate
i hane.es will not cover the entire
rtretcnol I Bl
AIH'I alreadv lias a pnonrv
listotpn^xts. s.ndSivnun "Mam
ot thi*4' changes will take plan1 in
thesouthem n-gion ot l-Sl
With traffic congestion on
the interstate building up, VI XAI
hopes manv businesses will Umk
to Ireight trams as the cheaper solution! Included with the board*!
plan an- ijuuk Improvements to
rail that could happen as eoon
as next vear VIX)| has partnered With Nortolk Suit hern to
conduct a studv 00 how Ivst to
implement these changes
Arthur Corbin, s truck dmer
tor Active said llarnsonhurg
businesses mav be attracted to
these changes. "Harrisonbuig is
verv longested. espcciallv with
the Wei-Marl A lot ol trucks go
in and out ot there, he said
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Larceny

A JML student reported the theft ol a Mac k I rek bicycle, valued.it $250, left
unsecured outside the Festival Center Oct. n at 7M p.m.
\ |\il student reported the theft ol a I u Card left unattended in the
I Rl ( locker roomOcl 11 between 10and 11:15p.m
■\ l\H student reported the theft ol a black 21-speed AMX mountain bike,
valued .ii ISO, Ml unsecured outside ol the Bookstore Oct. u- between 5
and 505 p.m.

\iindalism
A |\1l student reported the removal ol a plastic trout bumper from .1 vehicle
in Kl-l .nt. resulting in S. I (Hi m damage, Oct 10 between Mii.ind 9:17 p.m.
AJML police officer reported vandalism to doors and glass panels due to a
paintball gun .it Memorial Hall, resulting in approximate!) 135 in damage,
Oct 17 between 130 and 1:15a.m.
Disorderly conduct
AJML' student was charged disorder!) conduct.it the Parking Sen Ices office Oct 12al "Ullpm
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Possession of controlled sobt^ance, obstruction of Justice* giving
false identification |i> |-,H enforcement officer, reckless driving,

driving with suspended license
•\ non-studenl was charged with possession ol a controlled substance, obstruction "i justice, giving false Identification to ■< law enforcement officer,
reckless driving and driving with .i suspended license on Fan-view Drive
O.i 9at 1002 p.m. •
Drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol, alcohol tiolalion
AJVIL student was charged with drunk in public underage possession ol
alcohol and an alcohol violation at the C handler Hall bus stop Oct. 14 al
2:17 a.m.

Contact Us.
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout
James Madison University and
the local Hamsonburg community Comments and complaints should be addressed
to Matthew Stoss. editor.

Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127
Editor: Matthew Stoss
1540) 568-6749
breezeeditortihotmail. com
stossmr

\ |\IL student was charged with underage possession ol alcohol.it G-l ol
Oct 15al i:40.i.m
Property damage
\n RA reported the damage ol .> metal wire screen .>i the tunnel under
Spotswood Hall, valued .it 1100, .ii an unknown dale and time.
\ |\u police cadel reported damage to .i vending machine in the Parking
l lei k, \ shied al S15 al an unknown date and lime
Properly damage, stolen property, trespassing

Possession of imrijunna, possession of controlled substance

|MI students vere charged with property damage, stolen property .ind
at Dingledine Hall Oct 14
10 and 10:45 p.m

IML students were charged with possession of marijuana and possession
of a controlled substance al Dingledine HallOd ".it 10t09pjn.

Drunk in public, drunkenness, failure to comply to official request

Possession of nuirijunna

\|\u student was charged with drunk in public, drunkenness and failure
tooompl) to an official request at Potomac Hall Od 7al i 18a.m.

\I\1L student was charged with possession of marijuana al 11-LotOd 11
a.m.

Number ui parking tickets since Aug 28: 4.537
Number of drunk in publics since Aug 28 24

DUKE DAYS
Events Calendar

lake place .it i hesapeake ll.ill oilier sessions include Wednesday,
Ocl 25 at Shorts Hall, Mond
at McGraw-Long Hall and
Wednesda) Nov I at Wampler Hall Contact
\mu.edu with
an) questions

Resource Center Informational Open House

I P Til Dawn

IML students, facult) and stall .ire invited to attend the Informational
Open House Fridaj Oct 20 iron, n a.m to 1 p.m in Warren Hall,
room 404 Ihe freeevent includes the Office ol Fqual Opportunity, the
Lnnersii. Health i enter's Office ol Health Promotion and the Women's
Resource (enter

Up hi Dawn is hosting .i letter-writing part) Wednesday, Od 2s from
i- to in p.m. in Transitions. Volunteers should bring addresses ol friends
and famih members and will join in letter writing to solid! donations
tor patients al SI hide ( hildren's Research Hospital. Free food will provided, and .i cappella groups will perform at (he party. Contad upHUaum
mail.com (or more Information

Main Telephone:

(540) 508-6127

Underage possession of alcohol

New and Improv.'d New hie Show

News Desk:
(540) 568-8041
Oreezenetvs@holmail.com
Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
(540)568-3151
breezeartsfihotmail. com

IMI 's improvisational corned) troupe New and Improv.'d will host its
Newbie Induction Show Friday, Oct 20 at 8 p.m in laylor Down Under
for more information, contact guralsd&jmu <'tli<
Architectural and Public Art lour

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
hreezesports@hotmail. com

join .irt and .in historj professoi emeritus Robert Bersson on the IML
Arilniei iur.il and Public Art lour, .i one-hour walking (our across Ihe IML
campus rhe tour will take place Saturday, Od 21 at 11:30 a.m and starts
m from ol Wilson M.ill I he free program Is sponsored bj the i ollege of
Graduate and Outreach Programs

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionithotmail. com

Spirituality Discussions

Photo/Graphics:
(540) 568-8041
DreezephotoUhotmail.com
breezegraphics@hotmail. com

rhe Office ol Residence Life is sponsoring a series ,,i Spirituality
.:ues ,K residence halls across campus for Ihe ncxl two weeks.
ning .it 7 p in . each dialogue will allow participants lo discuss
their perspectives on spirituality and learn from others' experiences
m .i non-judgmental environment. Ihe Monday, I \i 23 session will

\lternati\e Spring Break Sign-tips
Slgn-ups ior iniern.iiion.il .mil long-distance Alternative Spring Break trips
begin (Ins week Pick up your lotter) numbers Wednesday, Od 2^ and
rhursday, Od 26 from 10 a.m to 4 p.m In Wilson Hall, room 204 Actual
sign-ups will be held rhursday, Od 26 from 8 io 11 p.m. in Ihe Festival
I enter Highlands Room You must be present .it sign-ups when your lottery number is called in order lo goon an ASH (rip I or more information,
slop in \\ llson I l.ill, room 2m or visit fmii edu i •/ osb

Psychologj Peer Advising Job Fair
\ |ob fait will be held Monday, Od 10 from I lo 5 p m In transitions
sponsored bj Psycholog) Peer Advising, the evenl will have representatives from the IML school of psychology, Peace c orps, Big Brothers/
Big sisters the Center for Marriage and Famih < ounseling, the Nevi
Directions < enter, Academic Advising and i areer Development IMt '«
Doctoral Assessment and Measurement program, the Harrisonburg High
School psychologist, Harrisonburg High School counselors, Radford
low son and more. ( ontad peeradvise&i/ahoo.com with an) questions.

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified
Go to ivww.thebfeeze.ortj
and click on the classified
link or come into the office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
■ Cost: S5 00 for the first 10
words. $3 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
S10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid
in advance in The Breeze
office

MAILING ADDRESS
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall

MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg.Virginia 22807
Phone:(540)568-6127

Fax: (540) 568-6736
MISSION
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The Breeze, the student-run
newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and
faculty readership by reporting
news involving the campus and
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i-ortinq and lirmly believes
i Amendment rights
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Knocking on death's door

Around Campus
Homecoming committee
sponsors Commons Day

■v ASHLEY HOTKINS
contributing writer

Come out and enjoy fun
on the commons today!
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
the Homecoming committee is sponsoring Commons
Day to promote JMU spirit
this Homecoming week.
The event will feature
carnival games, contests, and
free food. All of the day's
events are designed to get
students in the Homecoming
spirit.

SueZann Bosler
wratched as her father
took his last breath after
he was stabbed 24 times.
She herself was
stabbed five times, once
in the head, and was
forced to play dead
in order to elude her
attacker. After calling
911 twice (the first time
they thought she was a
prank caller), she survived.
Remembering the
words of her father,
a Brethren minister
who once told her that
if he was murdered
he wouldn't want his
attacker to get the
death penalty, Bosler
fought the criminal
justice system. After
three trials spanning a
10-year period, James
Bernard Campbell, her
father's attacker, had
his sentence reduced
from death to four consecutive life sentences in
prison
"I refuse to be like
James Bernard Campbell
because he has a title.
He's a murderer." Bosler
said. "I'm a victim and
survivor, and I will not
be like that."
Bosler is part of
Journey of Hope,
an organization led
by those personally
affected by the death
penalty. Bosler spoke
with students in ISAT
Tuesday night with
Shujaa Graham, a man
who spent four years
on death row and had
four trials before he
was declared innocent

Annual Homecoming
parade this Friday
Come out and support |MU clubs and organizations Friday at the
Homecoming parade.
JMU spirit will be in full
bloom as clubs and organizations ride past |udges
on their decorated float!
Come cheer for your favorite and to see who wins.
The parade starts at 5
p.m. on Carrier Drive at Rllot

In the Valley
Klkton woman now
missing for three years
An hlkton woman has
been missing for three years,
the Dai/y News-Record reported yesterday, and authorities
are now concentrating on
finding her remains.
Rachel Good, 20, disappMnd on (Vt 18, 2003, and
while her body hag not been
found, police are investigating the case as a homicide,
the DNR reported.
lor more than two vears,
■i ■pedal grand jury has been
meeting to pic.e together
evidence to determine what
might have happened to
Good.

pkatoAaBSBoab) EVAN Dl St •
Journey of Hope It taking a 17-day tour around Virginia In order to raise questions about supporting capital punishment.
Other group members lectured various justice classes
across campus.
An Kohen, assistant
professor of justice studies
had the group lecture to
a few of his introductory
justice classes and said they
did a good job of raising

awareness.
"Moat people don't
think about the death penalty I he\ want people to
spend more time thinking
about it," he said
This event is one stop
on a 17-day speaking tour
across Virginia to share

Dow exceeds 12,000
points for first time
The Dow Jones industrial
■VtragC breached a 12,000
mark for the tirst time in
history. Vie New York Time*
reported. This comes ai Inflation and the homing marital
have appeared to slow.

B\

space priority

building nuciear arsenal
On a Northeast Asia
and Russia tour. Secretary
of State Condolee/a Rice
said Japan "is absolutely
not considering" building a
nuclear arsenal in response
to North Korea's test of one
of its nuclear weapons, I hr
Washington Post reported
yesterday.
Rice's Japanese counter
part, loreign Minister lam
Aso, reiterated that Japan
was protected by Amen i.i l
"nuclear umbrell.i
The Post also reported that Aso said Japan's
nuclear ambitions would
be unchanged but that "it '|
important to have dlacui
sions on the matter '

SAKMI SI I

11\ w

■.>'ntnbuUng writer

Bush sets defense as

North Korea not

put a new system in place,
foumt) ol Hope members
.ire petitioning Virginia
(..ov timothy M K.une to
issue a moratorium on the
death penalt)
A moratorium would not
see DEATH, page 5

Student Senate
launches bill
of opinion

World & Nation

['resident Hush signed a
new policy yesterday that
would reject future armscontrol agreements that
might limit "U.S. flexibility" in space and would give
the United States the right
to deny access to space
to anyone 'hostile to U.S.
interests," The Washington
Post reported yesterday.
National Security spoke1.
man Frederick (ones s,mi
in written comments that
space has become an even
BlOfl important component
of U.S. economic, national
and homeland security.

their personal stones end
encourage people to reconsider their support ot the
death penalty
"If we execute these
people, we are Creating Vic
tims too," Hosier said.
In an ettort to reform
capital punishment and

JUAN HIAI I I ■uiUi*amtraphrr
Students gaze In aw* during the Hollywood Showdown Tuesday In the Festival Ballroom

A trivial pursuit
UPB sponsors
Hollywood
Showdown
■>

BIN HUMUS

contributing writer
With a real red carpet
rolled out, flashing icicle lights
and loud music, Hollywood
Showdown was intentionally
and comfortably gaudy.
It was a whole lot of
tun,' senior Steve O I e.ir\
said about the University
Program
Board-sponsored
event
IVt are very excited about
tins program because of the
campus excitement about | it |,"
UPB Vice President ol Campus
Relations Allison Beisler Mid
"We want to increase' our
presence on the JMU campus
by having a wide variety ol
pmgrams
Hollywood Showdown is a
rteu in fusion t<» Horneoornina
testiyities, replacing I a lent
Jam, which had been attract
taw less and less of the JMU

populous, said Beisler
Hie event began uilh eight
rounds of "Jeopardy st\ le
trivia. The .ontestants were
chosen by an announcer who
instructed the audience to \cl!
as loud as they could and wave
their pom poms [lu- loudest
wen'chosen
While the audience was
cheenngand shouting thntugh
most of the showdown, when
ever an audio clue was plaved
then' wen> silences when even
a pin could be heard dn>pping.
I tow ever, as contestants
buzzed in with their answers
the shouts started again.
"The audience WM lust as
involved in the game as tin
osntestants," said Mettt
When the initial rounds
ended, the n'al fun began I Ineight winners of the tirst set
ol rounds were pitted against
each other in a series ot cut
throat tn\ ui rounds.
If a contestant didn't
■newer the question correctly, a member of the audience
could try, If that audience
member got the answer right,
thei took the contestant's

place
Some ot the more tun
rounds were bilingual challenges, where the tonicstants had to determine whit
movie the) wen listening to,
even though the movie was
in another language Another
was Movieokc. when the .on
bestaitts sune different tonga
from movies I he audience
chose the winner [racks such
as "Hopelessly devoted to
You" from Grease and Bongs
Imm "Footloose'' were used
Some took me competition

quite scnousK
i ve been practicing tor a
year;" 01 ear) raid
Ihe tmal round was the
most intense I he tour remain
tag contestants lined up over
bowls ot popcorn I he\ were
then told the) had a minute
to transport the popcorn to
cylinders sboul tour feet awav
And the) COuld not use their
hands
"Awesome contest. win
ner |unior Rob Roodhouse
said "My face fedi like but
ter
lor winning. Roodhouse
received a new I >\ I) pla\ er

Mile l\ waan't at the top
ol the agenda al luesda)
night's St.A meeting, but
Officers and representatives
think their new plan will
grab the administration's
attention
^ . \ s newly launched
petition. Billot Opin
ognizes the dissent among
students over the wa\ I Ml
has sought to comph with
the federal law requiring
equal treatment o| male and

female student-athletes,

students are bothered b\
the de< Ision
"Ihe petition is the
most formal way ol sa) ing
working In sccoi
dame with the student
bod) tO take action, dire*
lor ot government relations
David Allen (Sr I said
Both I Ickel and Allen
said the Save Our Sports
petition, along W ith a re. ent

lettei from the I nited
sates Olympic Council to
the administration, could
a.. omplish a great deal
Ihe SGA meeting also
lot used on |Ml s Be (he
program
Senior
Matt Skirven, the campus
student representative tor
the program, spoke about
IMI s attempt to recognize
how Madison will change
the world
" I h e
program
Q-", .
which was <J\J/X
I a u n c h ed Tuesday

SGA launched the Bill
Ol Opinion, or the Save Our
Sports petition. t<
natures ior its campaign
and encourage the administration to discuss tti
ruling
I he petition will put
pressure on the administration
student bod) president Brandon I Ickel <|r)
■aid
it will convey the
message that students dis*
agree with the way the ruling was handled."
I || kel .tnc\ the M.A are
also working to organize
i da) tnp to Washington,
ii c
IMI plans to in- present it the national rule i\
protest t>n the step
Department ol education

March, ii
used
to
highlight
Indi \ id II •
all and w hat they w ill do
with their lives,
Skirven
said
Be the * hange is work
Ing to recognize outatanding students tor their con

SGA is working ■
about 25 member^
as a large group Ol Milder.! athletes Officers ,tnc\
students said it I Ml
is
present >it the protest, they
can make a worthwhile
Impact
Although IMi President
I Inwood Rose and AthletU
Director |efl Bourne have
said u is not likely that the
decision \\ til »hange s< I \
thmks the petition v\iil let
the administration know

and to the world IMI is
striving to produce citl
/ens who will change the
world.
ihe iv the i hangi IVt b
hange,
has applications tor the
awards, 'skirwn said the
program seeks to re. oe,
ni/e am student male or
female, who has made a .hi
ference in the world.
I ickel said
M , \
istanding h\ the vide o! both
students and athletes.''

last

tribution to the communlt)
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Tech
GOP 'big tent' strategy threatens far right
shooter
faces
hearing
BY JOHANNA NEUMAN

Lvs Angeles Time*

BLACKSBURG — A formal
court hearing was held yesterday for Michael Morva. brother of alleged Va. Tech shooter
William Morva, to present
evidence on a charge of felony
conspiracy to escape. After the
evidence was presented, the
case was presented to and certified by a grand jury.
The charge stems from
events surrounding the Aug.
23 manhunt for escaped inmate William Morva, during
which he allegedly shot and
killed hospital security guard
Derrick McFarland and Montgomery County, Sheriff's Officer Corporal Eric Sutphin.
"At the preliminary hearing, we were able to present
compelling evidence against
Michael Morva," said Brad
Finch, the commonwealth's attorney for Montgomery County. "The General District Court
found sufficient evidence to
move the case forward and
certify the case to the grand
•jury-"
The prosecution, led by
Finch, contended that Michael
Morva, 26, conspired with his
brother William, 24, to help
him escape from jail. William
Morva was initially being held
on charges of armed robbery
of a Deli Mart in Blacksburg,
in August 2005.
At the hearing, which
lasted for over an hour, four
witnesses for the prosecution
took the stand against Morva.
The prosecution called Montgomery Sheriff's Deputy Eric
Snow, Montgomery Sheriff's
Lieutenant B. Smith, Montgomery Sheriff's investigator Dennis Rakes, as well as
Blacksburg Police Lt. Donnie
Goodman to testify against the
elder Morva.
leffrey Oppleman, Michael
Morva's attorney, was not
available for comment.
— Collegiate Times

WASHINGTON — In recent years,
the Republican Party has broadened its
appeal with a "big tent" strategy of reaching out to voters who might typically be
Democrats. But a debate is now growing
within the COP about whether the lent
has become too big - by including gays
whose political views may conflict with
the goals of the party's powerful evangelical wing.
Some conservative Christians, who
are pivotal to the GOPs get-out-the-vote
effort, are charging that gay Republican
staffers in Congress may have thwarted
their legislative agenda. There are even
calls for what some have dubbed a "pink
purge" of high-ranking gay Republicans
on Capitol Hill - and in the administration.
I"he long simmering tension between
gays and the religious right within the
GOP has erupted into open conflict at a
sensitive time, just weeks before a midterm election that may cost Republicans
control of Congress.
'The big tent strategy could ulhm.itely spell doom for the Republican Party,"
said Tom McGusky, chief lobbyist for
the Family Research Council, a Christian
organization that champions marnage.
"All a big tent strategy seems to be doing
is attracting a bunch of clowns."
Now the GOP is facing a hard choice
- risk losing the social conservatives who
are legendary for turning out the vote, or
nsk alienating the moderate voters who
are critical to this year's midterm outcome.

"There's a huge schism on the right"
said Mike Rogers, a gay activist who runs
a political "outing" blog to combat what
he calls hypocrisy among conservative
gay politicians. The fiscal conservatives
are furious at the religious conservatives,
because they need the moderates tor too
nomic policy. But they need the social
conservatives to turn out the vote."
The latest incident to outrage social
conservatjves was last week's remarks
by Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice to
the new federal AIDS program administrator. With first lady Laura Bush looking
on. Rice swore in AIDS ambassador M.irk
DybuL while his partner, Jason Claire,
held the Bible. Claire's mother was in
the audience, and Rice referred to her as
Dybul's "mother-in-law "
The Republican Party is taking profamily conservatives for granted." MM
Mike Mears, executive director for the
political action committee for Concerned
Women for America, a lobbying group
that promotes biblical values "What Secretary Rice did |ust the other day is going
to anger quite a few people."
It's not |ust anger at Rice that worries
Republicans, but the possible effect on
evangelical voters next month.
"For them to highlight that was totally a damper to the bast> that we need to
turn out" said the Rev Louti P Sheldon.
chairman of the Traditional Values CbaJfthon, a California lobbying group focusing on religious and social issues
Adding to the disaffection among
conservative Christians are the revelations in a new book charging that the
White House used President Bush's
faith-based initiative for political pur-

poses while mocking evangelicals behind
their backs.
The tension between gays and evangdkab in the GOP re-emerged in recent
weeks dunng the page scandal involving former Rep. Mark Foley (R-FIa). The
scandal drew scrutiny to the presence
and behavior of gays in the Republican
party, including Foley and several House
staff members.
One evangelical leader. Family Research Council president Tony Perkins
said in a television interview last week
there should be an investigation into
whether gay congressional staffers were
responsible for covenng up Foley's habits of picking up men at parties and sending salacious messages to male pages.
IVrkins also has questioned whether
Say Republican staffers on Capitol Hill
ave torpedoed their priority issues,
sin h as a Federal Marnage Amendment
that would prohibit civil unions for gays.
"Has the social agenda of the GOP been
stalled by homosexual members and/or
staffers?" he asked in an e-mail to supporters
But some social conservatives deny
they are interested in purging gay staffers tmm the party.
"We're not calling for what I've heard
referred to as a pink purge," said McClusky. "We're asking that members (of
Concnas) might want to reflect on who's
serving them. Are thev n*presenting their
bow's Entuettr"
Mears of the CWA observed that
purging gays from the party would not
necessarily help the evangelical cause
in any case. "If you get nd of all the homosexuals in Congress and on the staff.

you'd still have Republicans like Chris
Shavs (the congrevsman from Connecticut) and Susan Collins (the senator tmm
Maine) pushing the cm agenda."
This week a list of allegedly gay
Republican staffers has been circulated
to several Christian and family values
groups, presumably to encourage an
outing and purge. McClusky acknowledged seeing the list, hut said his group
did not circulate it and had no intention
ol using it.
Still, for gay Republuan statters on
Capitol Hill, it feels as if the noose is
tightening. Fearful of having their names
OH such a list ami losing their jobs after
the election, they are trying to keep a low
profile.
None of the gay Republuan staffers
contacted for this artnle would speak tor
the record. But Eric Johnson, a former Republican staffer who left the party over
its anti-gay policies ami noil works for
a Democrat on the Hill, said main ot his
old Ineiuls an- worried
'There's a real OOnotm, a legitimate
concern, about ■ lower glass ieiling preventing them from attaining higher
positions in the parts," Mid Johnson.
Most Repubttom do lip service to the
conservative side of en iososa But on
hinng practices, most ol them have been
pretu reasonable "
Indeed, Sen George Allen (K-Va 1 a
staunch opponent of g.n marnage, has a
campaigner manager HrnO is gay. Sen. Rick
Santonim (R-P.v), who lias compared gay
s4-\ i< i U-astialilv has a press secretary who
is <iut of the dOMt Both senators an- m
perilous races for re-election - and neither
statter would talk

HOMELESSNESS: New programs 'outcome-based'
HOMELESSNESS, from front
The local chapter of the Salvation
Army accepts a wider range of people,
including families, single men and single women facing eviction or needing
rent assistance. Director of Social Services Barbara Dillow said that their facility also does not deal with substance
abuse.
"Dunng severe weather, we do let
them in so long as they aren't caught
destructing the program," she said.
"However, since we are a drug-free
program, if they are caught using drugs
or alcohol we ask them to leave."
Mercy House conducts a brief survey each January in order to provide a
snapshot of the current homeless pop
ulatum However, getting a definite

number can be tricky.
'There are people who are good at
hiding and don't want to be counted
by us," Lee said. "Anyone who is m
the country illegally can't stav with us
because we're funded by the federal
government."
A lot of the people that the Mer.v
House and the Salvation Army are unable to serve go to places like The Little
Gnll Collective, Lee said I he little
Grill is local collectmst restaurant and
soup kitchen whose founder, Ron Copeland, is currently working to expand
his network ot local residents willing
to house homeless individuals.
He said while finding employment
is important, ha focuses more on the
social aspect when providing a home

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

and tood for homeless people in the
area.
"If there's one thing I've seen over
and over with these guys, it's loneliness ( opeland said. "Almost everyone I have really gotten to know has
suttered some kind of hardcore abuse
and while thev might appear to be able
bodied, it's so easy for them to fall
through the cracks."
Dillow said the homeless population is hard to track because despite
consistent numbers, high turnover
rates make it hard to assess the needs
of the group.
"Most people are in and out of here
in a week/ she said.
Barnes said the HKIIMIS rCOOg
nixed tins problem ovei tha pool lew

years and is developing a new system
to property respond lo liomelessness.
We received a grant from HL'D to
fund our programs, but that means we
have to be outcome based," she said.
"Instead oi giving us a certain amount
ot dollars per year like before, thev
want to give more nionev where there
is more need."
The HRHMIS is working to get
solid numbers, bet a use there are gaps
in the care provided In the community as a result of the diversiU ol the
homeless population s needs
I he reahU is. there is not enough
housing lor those willi mental heath
issues, and those are often the people
who are cnrunlcall) homeless," she
.no

Boston Beanery
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0.39 Cts Old European Cut Diamond
S12—Clarity FC—Color
1930's Platinum 0.18Cts Diamond Setting

Get the Boston flavor down

Get

I This Week $825
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500

$

\

OFF with Student ID
on any sandwich or entree
with beverage
Not valid with any other promotion

1625 East Market St.
•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
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UST PREP AND

ADMIS5IONS

GRE class
starting soon!
T/THURS CLASSES START
10/19/06 AT JMU
Higher GRE score guaranteed or your money back."
Call or visit us online today to enroll!

1-800-KAP-TEST

| kaptest.com/gre

Dr. Charles Vogan, Pastor

DEATH:
Group aims
to educate

INTERSTATE: Board approves
plan for up to eight lanes in some areas
INTERSTATE, from front
Despite the changes along 1-81 that will
begin within two years, the board stall saw
.i dt-.pT.iti- n*i\i fur murv .Ir.istu improve

DEATH, from page 3
abolish uSe death penalty, but suspend executions temporarily while the criminal justice
system is studied. Journey of Hope members
said a moratorium could improve the justice
system, making it fair for all people.
Despite the push for a moratorium, the
larger goal of Journey of Hope is to educate, since Virginia has the second-highest
number of executions since 1977.
Some students did not agree with
Journey of Hope's ideas.
Senior Kim Dziomba has a more hardline approach.
"I believe in an eye for an eye," she
said. "If you take the life of someone else,
you should lose your life."
Junior Stephen Knight also supports the
death penalty.
"If you premeditate taking someone's
life, you don't deserve to live your own,"
he said.
Other students, however, spoke out
against capital punishment.
"I don't think putting people to people to death solves anything," sophomore
Alyson Jacobs said. "I don't think it's
the government's decision to decide when
someone dies."
Sophomore Meagan Chevalier said the
death penalty is an infringement on basic
human rights.
"There is a universal Declaration of
Human Rights," she said. "Among those
rights, and most importantly, is the right
to life."

ments. The Transportation Board's plan included the appnrval of expanding 1-81 up to
eight lanes in some areas and also gave the
green hght for tolling to fund the project
Outrage at the idea of toll booths along
the interstate has fostered opposition from
many groups. Many Local officials said tolling in the Hamsonburg area would deter
businesses from moving to the area. AdMH1
groups looking to combat the urHinizatuin
of central Virginia have also disapproved of

the general expansion of I -N I's iinptirtancu.
Junior Amanda/aw.id •« ml funding fc*7
the interstate should come In mi otlxf t*jv
tions. "They should use state monn. laxes
should pay for ruid cortstrutii< eV siV s*xl
Many students also m llu- immediate
annoyance this could CM** ■ U ■ J M U student*
in particular. "Ilia! would be aw f ul bu .nr-e
we don't have any money What if you go
home every weekend?' (n-.hm.ui M.KM* n
Taylor said.
Freshman Sam I?—mum said "K't
taking away our quarters. Huv^ are we
gcang to do laundry? I'm going lo liavr to
trick-or-treat for quarters."

Si;ir-Siu<M<k<l Banners
MlMii WHflHUHt
iffuor p/tutoftaphri

Senior Jason
Fleshm.m
looks over
banners submltted by various clubs and
organizations.
The banners
will be displayed on the
sldo of Godwin
this weekend.

Author of over 25 books on
Biblical studies

President of Shenandoah Bible Institute

715 W. Wolfe Street, Harrisonburg
[Former West Side Baptist location)

^

All welcome — bring your Biblel
New! — "Through the Bible" Series
Kvery Sunday Night — 6:00 PM
Open to all — community welcome!

Mon

ootball

'fa
BUFFALO WILD WING!
^» GRILL & BAR «^
WEDNESD
50C Leg
Guys Night

Get all your college needs easier & faster at

ONE STOP CONVENIENCE
► Cheap beverages & party supplies
► Food, coffee, sandwiches, & more
► Western Union Facilities —ora—
- Money Transfer
K^m/l
- Utility Payment
Htasfl

ESOAY:
C Wings
All Day, All Night!

*

X

Girl's Night Out

ISDAY:
bless Wings

SATURDAY & SUNDAY:
Follow all your favorite College and NFL
teams at the ONLY Sports Bar in town!

► Friendly, young staff & owners

We accept JAC Cards!
Cheek us out In

DOWNTOWN, HARRISONBURG
Just a short drive from JMU at
383 North Main Street or call (540) 438-9017

Lohr's

PUMPHIMS
6 FLArLAMD

Over 20 varieties of pumpkins & gourds
°2 Expanded Corn Mazes0 Hay Tunnel0
0Petting Zoo° Tumble Tubes'
2007 Ford Ft 50

Fall Decorations including Straw, Indian Corn

Text F150

Corn Stalks, Mums and More
1-81 Kxn 1257
(Mauiy/Broadwav)

to 2DRIVE (237483)
for a chance to win:

Ju»l South on Rt. 11
10 mil.s North of Hirritonburg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 4-6 Sat: 9-6 Sun: 1-6

(540)896.8798

I A 60 GB iPod with adapter
TXi \? §> @

atie M. Auville
Stylist
Master Card. DsC* Card
and Visa Accepted

Specializing in
Haircuts & styles
Foil Highlights

i1

J* A $25 iTunes
Music Card

«T A ringtone brought to you exclusively by Ford and
mtvU featuring Matchbook Romance's "Monsters"

$500^3

Special offer for college and trade school students,
recent grads and graduate students
Certain purchase and eligibility restrictions apply.

Visit www.fordcoMsgvfMi.com for official Program rol«» Or. %— your local Ford or Lincoln Mercury Dealer.
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432-6775 or 820-9852
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House Editorial

A whole new meaning
for'Star Wars'

Submit Darts cV Pats online at thebreeze.org, or e-mail
submissions to breezedpfhotmail.com.
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and are printed on a
tpace-mmlabie basis. Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a given situation, person or event, and do not necessarily
reflect the truth

One small step for the president is one giant leap
for the country
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When picking up the Washnghm Post yesterday, it did
not take much to imagine John Geese from Mont)' Python
sitting at his desk: "And now for something completely
different — the president of the United States has officially
annexed outer space."
According to the cover story, a new National Space
Policy has "(asserted| a right to deny access to space
to anyone 'hostile to U.S. interests'" As if being the
world's policeman hasn't proved hard enough these
last few years, the United States has now essential ly
declared the galaxy a protectorate.
Despite repeated denials by the White House, experts
on the issue of space weaponry have characterized the
new policy as trie president's way of getting a leg further
up on the space arms race. The suspicion has only been
furthered by U.S. diplomacy; last October the United States
was the only "nay" vote against United Nations negouabons on space weapons — opposite 160 "yeas."
This policy shift is a dramabc departure from President
Clinton's space ambitions, which were to "enhance knowledge of the Earth, the solar system and the universe through
human and robobc exploration." The administration's goals
are now to "strengthen the nation's space leadership and
ensure that space capabilities are available in time to further
US. national security, homeland security, and foreign policy
objectives," and to "enable unhindered L & operations in
and through space to defend our interests there."
It remains to be seen how the president intends to
enforce this new policy. None of the well-educated neoconservattves lurking under the White Howe kitchen cabinets
have seemed to realize that one cannot stake a flag in a
vacuum More pragmatically, one cannot believe that
the Russians or Chinese will'take very kindly to American Wustenng And blustenng it i\ there is no remotelv
reasonable wav to unilaterally prohibit other nations fn»m
launching whatever they dam well please into space.
The president's shift does illustrate the necessity to
increase protections for US. interests in outer space. In
the last decade w e have become increasingly dependent
— militarily, economically and soballv on outer space.
Come rush hour, millions of us will be dnving our GPSequipped car while talking on our sate!lite-linked cell
phone as we go home to watch our DirecTV'.
But there must be a better way than claiming outer
space in the name of Uncle Sam. As the president has discovered m no uncertain terms in the last vear, we can hardly
keep our own, terrestnaL borders secure. How the United
States thinks it can fence in spaa- is anyone's guess.

1
A "way-to-haul-it" pat to the guy running around pantless, all the while being
chased by a dozen cops, three cop dogs
and four patrol cars.
From two junior girls who were happy to see
their tar dollars go to good use.

A " you-rock-my-world'* pat to the I iimm;
Services employee at Festival who used his
own punch to pay for my dinner
From a sophomore who freaked when she
didn't have lier I AC Card, and was so thankful for
your random act of kindness

A "UREC-is-not-'Star-Wars'-themed" dart
to the student who moans like Chewbacca
when pumping iron.
From an astonished junior who had to stop
in the middle of his workout to laugh at your
Wookiee antics.

A ' dancing-at-the-t.uster-shmv-is-not-rated-NC-17" dart to the guys, who decided that
an orgy was in order and pushed into people.
From a senior girl who wanted to enjoy lier
21st birthday gift, not your butt ivrvetually
grinding against hm

A "you-saved-mv-life-and-huuse-andtood" pat to the guv across the street who extinguished my raging stovetop fire bv throwing the pot of flaming oil out the back door.
From a senior girl who didn't know how much
rieat it took to make a pot of peanut oil burst into flame

A "gcHid-tob-traumatizing-your-child" pat
to the parent who decided to put an umbrella
in the James Madison statue's hand and pose
their child for a picture.
From a freshman who likes to laugh, but really
does feel sorry for that little girl.

A "where-did-that-duck-go?" dart to
the alligator that apparently lives, and
feeds, in Newman Lake.
From a duck-loving sophomore who knows
that wlurn ducks go under the water, they are supposed to come back up.

An "l-already-have-enough-school-spint"
dart to whoever threw purple paint at my car
while dnving on Interstate 81.
From a senior girl who has your license plate
number and is not happy that her Fall Break was
spent scrubbing paint of her newly washed car

CONSIDER NURSING
CHOOSE COLUMBIA
Columbia University
School of Nursing
Columbia University School of Nursing is internationally known and clinically unrivaled. Never has a career in nursing been so promising as advanced practice nurses are
in great demand. All programs cover areas essential for career minded nursing professionals. A graduate degree from Columbia University will ensure employment that
offers true value and opportunity. Consider nursing and choose our Entry to Practice Program.

Information Sessions
Entry To Practice Program
for non-nurse college graduates
Fridav
October 20.2006

Frida)
November 3.2006

Frida)
December 15.2006

Meet the faculty and discuss the curriculum. Admissions staff will highlight the program requirements, academic schedule and financial aid arrangements. Join us at 9:45am
on one of the dates listed above.
GAIN A PROFESSIONAL EDGE IN
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSING!
MS Specialties include:
•Acute Care

• Neonatal Intensive Care

'Women's Health Care

•Adult

• Oncology

1

Nurse Anesthesia

• Family

• Pediatric

1

Nurse Midwifery

• Geriatric

• Psychiatric Mental Health Care

For more information visit our website:
www.nursing.hs.columbia.edu

RSVP:
nursing@columbia.edu
Columbia I immih School of Nnrang
lHWcsl 168th Street lto\6
Vu York. \Y 10032
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Conspiracy Theory

Breeze Perspectives

Fattening the caste

Hypocrisy at its best

Diabetes slaughters Indian upper crust

Democrats run on hating Bush instead of issues
■*

OAK,

ntanillfl

contrihutiiiv ivriler

they would rather express hatred — the
same tactic many liberals an' attempting

Rlection time has come, and instead
ot focusing on our necessary war in Iraq,
the threat of global terrorism and nuclear

to morph Into their election strateg)
Mouse Majority Leader John Boehner
put it best when he said back in September. "I listen to my Democrat Menda,
and 1 wonder if they're more interested

proliferation, the Democrats have managed to smear the campaign with l
platform of hating Busn and voting to
ensure that America is less safe than
before Sept. II.
Right now, the biggest headlines surrounding the November election have
been about the Mark l-olev scandal. Foley

n I Hi \ PlHMHA
i riter

In many ways, modernization
and westernization have debilitated the caste, the ancient claw
system in India. Industrial so, let)
allowed those born into lower
castes to work their way into the
middle or upper classes. Hut Casts
persists. Wealthier members ot

IWo wars ago, Biy sisters arul
I sat laughing over hurtful In
■ wealth) Mumbai apartment. A
chart on the back ot a cereal box
.unused us According tO the chart.
my eldest sister was mildlv over-

Indian society flaunt their StatUI In
flouting their health

weight My sister is actual!) quite
slim However; m a third world
countr) like India, the prevaleno
of malnutntiim among childtvn
makes skinnmess a standard.
Across the table born us m\ ■
paradox. 1 lc waa .1 bright Indian
boy, the only child of our well-todo hosts. 1 u> was pudgy.
While mi sisters and
TTZ
1 teat ted on eenerit
cereal he wolfed down
eggs, toast and chapatti.
I was .1 little disturbed
by how much our host

Ihe young, overfed Indian boy
i | prune example 04 uppercrust behavior. His mother wanted
the kn to be «hubb\. riflttobesit)
is .1 sign ot wealth in impovenshed
India. Incidentally, manv ot the
well oft adults we met in Mumbai

has been accused of attempting to have
sexual liaisons with congressional pages.
Whether or not the extent of the allegattons is actually true still remains to be
seen, and if they are true, in no way am I
condoning his actions. However; is it not
hypocritical of the Democrats to attack
the private matter of a public servant after
they vehement!) defended the Bill Clinton sex scandal as being a private matter?
Why is it OK for Bill Clinton to actually
have tCXUal relations with an intern while

frequented by students and house*
wives. ( ollege students slurped
iced coffees in air-conditioned Starblk ks rip-offs On a similar day at
JMU, students would be playing
pick-up sports on the Quad. The
few open fields, pools and plav

•—

—i

f~Z

grounds we spotted in Mumbai
were completely emptv. Seemingly,
the wealthy > lass maintains its
obesity via inactivity. Leisure is a
»urrencvof the rich.
Indians also express their status
b\ eating out I >espite the availabihtv of healthful items, Indian
patrons prefer American fast food
and traditional tried tare sold by

7~>

T~

on the government's payroll, lie about it
under federal oath, and get away with it1
Ihe I)emi» ratu attempt to link the actions ot one congressman to reflect those
ol the entire part\ is a shallow lactic that
they themselves accused the Republicans
of doing during the Clinton era
Another tactic employed out of desperation is that the Democrats are running

to Tlie Times of India

Wealthier members of Indian sect- vendc«amvenientiy
ety flaunt their status by flouting '"Zt^Z^T
s r d, fnt d inoil
their health.
T ; andZ.steeped
' in syrup.

eai waa feeding the little
guy Surety the chart on the cereal
DOM was meant to educate families

about child obesity, rhe chart was
blatantlv ignored.
What I witnessed in Mumbai is
not uncommon India hosts the highest diabetes rate in the world. I him
five million Indians suffer from
IVpe II dialvtes. and experts expect
the number to double In 2025 Ihe
Indian medical community attnbutes
the diabetes epidemic to inacbvirv,

were plump Often the only sum
members ot their households wenthe servants "In perverse fashion,
obesrej and diabetes stand ssjoint
totems of Moo is, N i< Klelnfield
reports tor The New roril Jbm from
Chennai (formed) Madras) in September I he incidence ot dialvtes
looms larger in eonsumer-tnendlv
Urbanised dues, the International
i Nabetes i ederation asserts

wealth, busy Careen and unhealthy
eating habits. Hut the pnmarv eulpnt

According to i Sept 21 artfe la
in The Times of India, one in t\ If)
III Mumbai residents is diabetu

Is culture McfespedncaOy, mabtta
is a symptom ot caste

While visiting Mumbai m\ sisters
and I toured i shopping center

down at Club Cuantanamo, the Democrats are against everything that has been
employed to stop terror. The sad thing is
that they do not offer any better alternatives or new* methods of preventing
terrorism. Their efforts are merely efTOItS
to . lose down those actions that have
been undertaken to prevent another Sept.
II from occurring. It only shows that the

Democrats are more interested in defeating any of
the Bush administration's efforts than they are at
fighting terrorism.

vendors, according
»,i

in protecting terrorists than in protecting
the American people." Ihe I temooatk
position has been lOOftnosa the use
ot am methods America has enacted
post-sept ii to prevent another major
attack from happening. Whether it has
been listening to international calls to
terrorists, tough interrogation methods,
or by imprisoning those who want to
annihilate America in severe conditions

on the platform of hating Bush instead
of what actually matters Ask anv liberal
out then' why thev are voting lor their
Democratic candidate, and more than
likely they will dodge what issues they
truly support and instead focus on how
much thev hate Rush I or instance, many
ot times I arc various shirts and patches
garbed by students on campus that have
Anti-W or I he onK bush I trust is nil

Indians traditionally
consume BWeCtS to tete occasions.
from a neighbor's visit to a wedding. Only a sector ot Indians , an
attord to take part in the tradition,
though I he ritual is costing the
upper class its health

own." Vou can't really figure out who
thev actualh support or what issues thev
care about, only mat thev hateC.eorge
bush its like those people who weai

Health experts agree that the
antidote tor genetic and non-genetic
diabetes is htestvle adjustment.

Tankaei Suck" I shirts, instead of fuel
show ing pnde for the team they support.

In India, however, doctors alone
cannot tamper with the stmngholds

Democrats are more interested in d< feel
ing anv ol the bush administration's
efforts than they are at lighting terrorism
Any logical person understands that
given the extreme world that we live in
today, sa* nh.es must be made in order
to sur\ Ive The old way of doing things
didn't work, and since new methods
til combating temir have been utilized,
countless plots have been stopped and
America has not been directly attacked.
( oms this Election Day. it is up to
e\ er\ student to decide if they want to
support a party thai has gone to extreme
lengths to protect our nation from the
threat ol global terrorism, that fights
to ensure our saletv at home and that
locust's on real issues thai an- important.
Or, do students want to elect a parti th.it
offers no new course of action, no efforts
at set unng our nation, and has no idea
what they actually stand for? On Nov. 7,
the choice is yours
Crag Finkelstein is a senior biffriMH
fli'M/l/i."

ot tradition and culture. The onset
ot diabetes m India must result in
death Which w ill go first, though:
old habits, or the wealthv class1

IAYLI Pervtra LS a

senior helory major.

Breeze Perspectives

What you don't know
can, in fact, hurt you
The unintended consequences of the "marriage amendment'
m

RKHIIII PIOI/
lonttihutn,.
i ,'■ ■

lor any unmamed couples in Virginia' At tirst glance,
<«ie might assume that Marskill-Newman IS,«IK invading

In precise!) I9dsys, Ihe MarsluU-Nwman amendment will lvpn>p«>sedtothet onstilution Mon'o»mnionl\
retem-d to as the mamage amendment, it un.learK outlines
a prohibition ot ssme-sex marriage and rest nets "all civil
unions, d. mestk partnerships ami other legal agnx-nienls

the bvss i4 gB3 men and *w ™n but mat is exactly what
the wntcrs were counting on vou to believe. I am here to
mlomi you that it will affect \ou, vtturtamih and your
Inends in somcof uV biggest ways vou oouldWl imagine.

4"U

a MAMMIAG8,t*ge9

Breeze Perspectives

Uncle Sam's 'rules' of engagement
With North Korea and Iran, the dilemma of direct negotiations with pariah states comes to light
n ho

GBNOTA

onttibuiitu unitei

Stales does not negotiate ^\itli pariah
nations that has historically humiliated and wilUngl) irritated Liule

i ngagemenl has been a widelyused term tor direct negotiation! or
cooperation with pariah states like
Iran and North Korea, an idea large!)
shunned by hawks in Washington
or rather the "ihnkcn hawks like
Duk( henev and Donald Kumsfeld,
because doUlg so appeases'" evil
I he re< ord shows that tin- I nited

Sam Only under circumstances when
a \ itai BtrategW .i^i^ antage or mutual
breakthroughi are present 'he opposing slate has not dire.tk harmed U.S.
interests or when all other exhausted
options leads to negotiating as ihe
Onl) option would the I nited states
be more likeb to pursue engagement
But don't expect serious consider

attOfl ol direct talks front the Bush administration very soon its no-direct
talk poilC) stems trom a deep distrust
and despising ol rogue nations, and is
rooted in the aggressiveness ol pOStSept 11 foreign polio despite Irae/i
blunders
Washington general!) consider-,
exploitingS real strategy ad\ anlage of
Sn opponent or a mutual breakthrough
as the first rule' of engagement. In
this c.ise, Richard Nixon and Henn
Kissinger engaged direct!) with Mao
Zedong s government to
take advantage ol a frecxe
in ( hinesa Soviet relation!
and to wean the Chinese 06
involvement in Vietnam.
Ronald Reagan ended his
presideno bv negotiating

the most scorn and disdain because
of bad history with these countriee
in 1979, Iranian revolutionaries held
the i S 1 mbass) hoatage tor 444
da) s after limim ( arter allowed
the Shah into the I nited Mates for

Korea and Iran. As tricky and complicated the process ol cuplomaq
and International relations anv we
must bear one thing in mind when a
state s tear ot insecurity is remowd.
ii is belter inclined to cooperate with

medical treatment North Koreans are
brainwashed with brutal hatred for
Ainert.an imperialists.' and dem-

others However irrational we ma)
perceive these regimes, we can eradi*
< ate security headaches b\ . hanging
the environment in which the) Opel
ate lor now. we have tO suspend
these "rules" and think rSMlistiCall)
If we let the new status quo

onstrated their seal in 1968, when the
North Koreans captured a l S \,uv
reconnaissance ship in international
waters; m 1979, the\ bludgeoned

When a state's fear of insecurity is
removed, it is belter inclined to cooperate with others.

with Mikhail Gorbachev and
the "evil empire" to draatii ally reduo
the likelihood ot nuclear war In the
mutual reduction of nuclear sun kpiles
and deployments in I urope
I he second "rule" ot engagement
is that a stale should engage onl\
with a regime lhat has not threat
cued or harmed it direttK I atelv
the United States has been chided
lor not adopting the aforementioned
•pproat lies to Iran and North Korea
Amen, a refused and still refuses to
negotiate with states it \ lews with

an American soldier to death on the
southern side ot the I>M/ attempting
to 1 ut 1 tree obscuring the view «»i the
border I his history remains alive,
bul both North Korea and Iran un
derstand an egregious miscalculation
ultimately means their own demise.
today, ii is eas) to think thai
bet suse ol the implaueibillty ol
military intervention and tin-doubt
surrounding the elle« ti\ enCSS of
sanctions, we should adopt eni .
menl as the solution toward North

continue, we risk axacerbat
ing more problems because
harsher actions thwarting
Iranian and North Korean

ambitions through sanction!
and coercion causes greater
Insecurity and nervousness for even one else in the

neighborhood, rrwrerore, theonh wa>
to restrain the pariah states is to avoid
provoking them with the perception ol
endangered security I >oing BO thmugh
1 gradual process ol engagement is not
1 failure of American polio, but rather
an opportunity to redaun the moral
high ground and exercise responsibiliU
and duties thai COfllSS w ith Ming the
world's foremost superpower and the
manager ol the international BVStem
M' 1 irnota it <• wphomore rxxihvaJ
M li'ihi' rlsr/Of
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Letters to the Editor
Women, don't hale the players
I vervone i«i hoth sides ol the
genckf ,»sU' is tamilur with "the Mtio at |ML and the implications it
■ ,imts Hut when it goes from MM
<i punch line to I cnitch. •*«"*' Ijnd
Otinfaiorit) i-»>nipl«-»s|i.in\lh\ the
appaivtith ««l>\iiti,\l. disaffected

anddesfvratewitmtnittthisschwL
I must omit a chudde. What's nioa\
whn it s used as a sociological explanation for actions of promiscuity those of us. men and women
alike who consider ourselves "normal" (penSap. just a polite WSJ to
put "sexually deprived") turn that
chuckle into a rauoms laugh.

What I find so humomus is tinintimation tlut women an' so desperate to seek the approval of any
man, be he a real eaten or the uuarter-past-twH dlDgl 0( .1 WMMnd
kegger, that thev veil! pander to his
sexual will nierek to teel I HM I 'I
companionship and not Iv beaten
h\ their "competitor." toa potential

booty Oil But tor the ladies ot (Mil

who took dx- mom that thev
tn aamahoM dapoaafie to heart I
ha\e one famous riposte: \o one
can make you fivl inferior without
youi content" rtaw pride m who
you an1 and act with the n«spevt you
dCMIVe to Iv treated with, because
I d \entun1 to e.uess tK.it MJtH tUft

pr ffailooi««n fftarf^ar^r^

Makeup
Wigs
Masks
Beards
Glasses
Hats
Teeth
Wings
Costumes
Pimp Jewelry

187 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg
434-8272
9:30-5:00
Monday
thru
Saturday

erg

(fort fair prifr fft

who matter (ind that tar sexier than
how raunehilv the "next gin*" can
shake it regardless of what the staiisties nu^ht s*iv.
Omar Nasery
senior poll SOL and history major

When editorials point fingers.1 would like to write in response to Thursday's House Modal 'hVwnhs over Pyongyang " >et
again, this is shallow (oumalism
with a minute amount of research
and thought put into this particular
opinion While I never will argue
with the nght to free speech or with
the nght t >f d issent witn ou r government it is always imperative that
your opinion is based on adequate
research and factual inhumation.
|ust because you do not agree with
the cuirent administration's pohdaft make sure in the future that
what is published is not shadv propaganda at best even though you
state thev are "tvfor-3."
The policy of the Bush administration (or North Korea is no different than many other presidential
administrations' policies. North
Kara is an ivtlati\i. tailed government. Ihnmghout modem history,
\i >rth Korea rattles its sabers whenever it needs help from the international community to feed its population It threatens, backs down and
then nwvis aid. Furthermore il
you would like to place blame on
wh\ \orth Korea has the funding
k) pursue nuclear weapons, it had
.t lot to do with our policy toward
North Korea in the lV9Gy The Qini 1 .idministration provided the
knowledge and the funding for this
happen. so let us be careful before a
rush to judgment is made.
Bnni- in the military, and serving IWO tours in the Middk' Hast I
must emphasize what you read and
see in the news mav not be an acairate aconint of what is going on.
C apitulatmg to terrorism obviously

did not work; again this was the
previous administration'.. poBq
Before criticizing the administration's policies on North Korea, let
us focus on why we are at this juncture now. It is because of the tailed
foreign policy toward North Korea
before the current administration
ever came into power. I think that
makes 77ir Breeze 0-far-1.
Chnstopher Motsek
JML" alumnus, class of 2WK1

When racism is the issue
Mr. Kiedel repeated the "fames
VVeN>^ght-nding-through-Watts''
story. l*t/s set the record straight.
I irst. Webb's accuser was deliberately sought out by the Allen
campaign. The ston soon tell apart.
No trace of it is on the interview
tape i>r transcript. Webb's college
nominate ndimled the charges
Mr. Riedel alsoapparentlv believes when novel characters us**
the "n-word," the novelist 1*. a
racist \\\es he also believe m\ s
ten novelists promote murder?
Mr. Riedel claims Webb "portrayed Democratic primary opponent Hams Miller as a large-nosed
leu I hose pamphlets were made
without Webb's knowledge and
were repudiated and withdrawn.
Mr. Miller is on record stalim;
Webb is not anrj-Senuti.
Mr Kiedel savs he would like
to know what Webb stands tor. t.. I
to Webb s Web site Attend a rally
Watch his speeches on YouTube
Then talk about the issues
Mr Kiedel's opinion follow-,
cknelv the Allen campaign's Ki>
vianphilosophv of ahvaya trashing
\(Rir opponent. Allen savs he wants
to talk about issues, hut instead runs
s*umIons attack .nls
No one ruined Sen. Allen's
reputation, Mr. KK<del. He did that
to himself.
( aria I- Ward
Arlington. Va

1 d dona I Policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in IheBnOtUt raV
corned and eno HIra>',ed. I erters should be no kmgerthan ZS() words,
must include a phone number lor ventilation and ian bee-mailed to
ipfaamCvMrazu» or mailed to MSI 6006 CL Anthonv-Seeger Hall,
I (arriaonturg, \ A 22807. / he Bneu wwu the nght to edit all submissions tor length and grammatical style

I he house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of any indiviudal
staff member o/The Breeze.

fc

I ditonal Board:
Matthew Stoss, editor in chief
( aite White, managing editor
Bnan Cioodman, opinjon editor

Vie opinion* in //ns section do not necessarily reflect the opinion 0/ th,
WHMjaijamj this staff or fames Madison University

LSAT

GREAT
"Bread & Kebab"
Serving Authentic Mediterranean Eastern Fusion Cooking
Featuring:
- Gyro Kebab
- Daily Fresh Baked Clay Oven Pitas
- Homemade Sauces
- Chicken, Steak, & Lamb
- Hummus
- Falafel
- Serving the Original Ocean City &^^^8&& tf(M?>S®
Eat in or Take out!

fRtt,
rt
practice
Test

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PCAT

Take a FREE practice lest at this event and
you'll receive a detailed score analysis and exclusive
strategies to help you prepare for Test Day!

GRE, MCAT, PCAT, DAT, OAT, &
GMAT
PRACTICE TESTS
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
OCTOBER 28, 2006
Sign up today! Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
or visit kiptest.com/pricticc.

219 Burgess Road
(next to Qdoba Grill)

GMAT

KAPLAN,
IISI PREP AND
ADMISSIONS

437-4832

We »»v not wake you a

My Choices-My ISAJ

is flexible because
You
YOU
You
YOU
YOU

can concentrate in any of six broad areas
can create your own concentration.
have two years to decide on areas of specialization
can substitute in courses from other departments
can create your senior project to further your career goals.

In ISAT we put You first.

For more information, visit www.isat.jmu.edu
or contact Paul Henriksen at henrikpw@jmu.edu.

Bo* we'll$e+ your]
naiwe out there

Place an ad in
The Breeze
Personals Section.
Call 568-6127 or
check out
www.thebreeze.org
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MARRIAGE: Amendment
can affect straight people, too
M\HHI\(,E from ;wtSv "

attect man\ ol readme, this rii'.ht now As it

The short paragraph called Question No.
I w.is h.imieti over to .i law firm and asked to
draw up alt the legal definition and implica-

stands anj person Is legally protected under a
restraining order I he implications ot Marshall-

tions the- may have tor Virginians, Exactly 172
pagea later, the document covered even thing
from Inheritance rights, guardianship, domestic
violence, proper!) rights,. n ■! right* medical
decisions, business benefits and insurance, and
it also reinforces discrimination.
it is -.o easy to thmk privac) exists among
us A tier class we all return to our plan's ol rest
dence and shut our bednmm dixtrs behind us, ,i
physical privacj nobody cantakeawaj But the
privaC] to dye VOUf hie and low M home\ IT vmi
choose is being heavih scrutinized and »|uestioned In the V1.irxh.ill-\e\\ man amendment
and its creators

New man define domestii » ioleni t as sn action
solely committed under marriage and will onlv
protect those that are married. \o legal action
will be taken lor you unless you marrv said
ebueer, then tile a claim against them
As often as it reterred to as the marriage
amendment 'his is about more than marriage.
I his proposed amendment w ntes tliscnmination boldh across (he election and is attempting to insert it bade intO our lues \\ hen tit hers
gain, your rights are not reduced, civil rights
is a win-win situation I here is no such thing
as "special rights." We a re'not awarding one

man something over another just because ol the
Color ol his skin or

Presently in
Virginia! an)

This proposed amendment writes

unmarried COUple can legally

discrimination boldh/ across the

make ru.mi,,,,- election and is attempting to insert
•hip, propert)
and Inheritance
de» ISItttls .il'oUt

- ■- ■-

.
. .
r
o
it VaCK IlltO ()///' //c'(V
'

their children
and (or one another.
An unmarried man and woman have the
right to leave a lu>use to am family member
upon death or disabiltt\ It \1ar-hall-\euman
passes, it WOUM attempt to torce the unm.irried
into marriage, even the i (.HI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) community, essentiaih tor
the legal goodie bags, thus tuihiiine, tin* sanctity
ot marriage People who arc in love tor possibk
2U some-odd wars are lett with nothing W hen

religious affiliation. Such assumptions are absurd; it
we are all human.
novi can special
rights be aw aided
to someone who is
|us| as human as

you are1 Privacy
rights should not dh kled amongst only those
titling a certain litest) le, ever) human being is
aw arded the right live and enjoj the blesauus
ot IIIHTIV and justice as It was intended Aren't
we turning back the hands ot tune b\ allow Ing
Marshall-New man to win?
lake ach antage ol the resources thai col
lege has to otter etlu. ate \ourselt about this
election and how it could direct!) affect you

their significant other dies With divorce rates

Being politically active is not a i hore, It is
.1 privilege not man) \ mine, adults in other

teetering around ^' percent currently, a second
marriage doesn't appeal to mam OOUplCS With
Marshall-Newman, those couples as well as
mam tellers, cannot share property, insurance

countries gel to prat lice I Isten to the w Isdom
tit your elders, "respect exponential growth/*
as mj t all dins professor states, get informed,
tell a friend, tell two friends, tell them to tell

or receive benefits from their jobs.
Most ot us at |ML are at the age where we

two friends, and soon, so that by the time
\ov 7 rounds the turner, the entire campus
will be buzzing and *ve vuli defeat MarshallNew man before it even has a 1 nance at lite.
R11 '/»■//(• Plolz /~ ii junior kinesiotogu and
dieMia major,

am not concerned about having children or
getting married, we |USt want to get through the
next sever.il years with anv shred oi sanity lett
I he domestic violence portion could potentiall]

1/2 OFF
Appetizers
ll-8pm

EVERYDAY!
NFL Ticket

M()N -TOURS 10:30 am to

DELIVERY

540.438.9993
the

TOP

ILKJC

Group Fitness Instructors, Lifeguards,
Maintenance Assistants, Marketing Assistants,

00

I^ACKS A DDLE
°'
"
'
l***"H*y Courses of the Middle Atlantic,"
T-»
Washington Goll Monthly 2004 200b
J\

Equipment Maintenance Assistants,
Equipment Service Assistants, Fitness Assistants,

243 Nell Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.433.3456
Volcd one

Adventure Assistants,

Great Night Scene

Midnight or later

FRI&SAT 10:30am- 2:00 am
SUN 11:00 am to 11:00pm

UREC is Krmg!

Rated among "America's Best New Golf Courses of 2003,"

\ GOLF CLUB GoVOfst

„,,„,.

Don't waste your time
at a sub-par course. \i
Packsaddl* Ridge Golf Club is a public 18-hole golf course located in

Office Service Assistants, Receptionists, Safety Instructors,
Service Assistants, and Team Sports Officials

1

the heart of the Shenandoah Valley and is one of America's most
spectacular new golf courses. Packsaddle Ridge Golf Club in
Keezletown, Virginia, only 15 minutes from JMU will challenge all
types of golfers and overload your senses with natural beauty. Call for
a tee time today, at 540-269-8188, or visit www.packtaddla.net

Great Course.
Great Price.
PLAY TODAY!

\

JMU STUDENTS: TAKE $5 OFF!
Call now: 540-269-8188
Visit the pro shop for JMU golf apparel!
O* M pod ** « » * Myf* hw»ai»«mit»»my AtfihAlbc pmanM in« wnwidma Hd V»XJ * contopoof ■* *», OMI Uncos** EipMct i(V)l<06

link.imu.edu
www.imu.edu/recreation

is
x88734
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SUPER CROSSWORD

GAMES AND
PUZZIE

OFF-THE-WALL
STREET

1

ACROSS

;i

;

3

'

4

H'

5 Dumino or Waller
12 Request an encore

H

16 Done
1K Jaggerand

•IS

JOIK*>

■

'f

22 Actress Paquin

M

M .

1

HO

31 Aye opponent

||

33 Pigeon English'.'
34 "Angela's Ashes"

4 9 8
3

■■9)

1
2
3 2 6 5 4
6
9

9
3

7 1 2

IH

48 Neighbor of Term

III

i

■ IM

in Ml

HI

.

4o Tolkien creation

5

109 Like a hot fudge

1101

.»

■

IV
■

•:e

m

■;

tm

72 Cove

19 Hardly hyper

7.1 Jones of Ihc Stones

III Barbell Moob

20 New York univrrsiu

77 Slip by

SS I irsi name in art

118 Actor Warner

26 Aware 0.

*>s HJtchini poM'
60 Fleet

11'Hold sound

27 Textbook heading

78 Tennis great Gardnat
79 Accepts authority

120 Bronte henime
I:I Crazy

28 Writer Hunter

81 "Aladdin" frame

tS| Boxer Norton

29 Posh party

83 Came or Louis

62 Henri's t****l

123 VktoriM wii

'III llMI

84 Opening

63 Bandleader Lyman

126 CM

33 Teacher's aid

85 EMT'l skill

M Despot

127

35 Logging camp feature

88 Shade

36 Provost ol

92"-Fire" ('85 hill

sundae

iTlledashell

-.IIK

I Pakula

128 Spirit

'•ball's Sammy

k%

i

37 Compassion

93 Turkish titles

71 Mock

130 Farm feature

3° Metal measure

95 "Guys and Dulls"

74 Pole sur?

131 IM)

40 - la Cite

75 Daniel - -Lewis

132 Barber's cr> '

41 Lady of the house

author

43 Red

96 Coup d'
97 Cleanliness

77 Comic Philips

DOWN

44 Start to cry?

-»s

8(1 Physicist Fermi

1 Driving hazard

45 • bran

100 Schedule

K2 Surrealist Max

2 Palindromic name

47 kocky hill

102 People from Prague

84 Chorus

3 Pince

107 Take a taxi

86 Playground feature

4 Singer Slick

52 - Major
54 In the thick ot

B7 Vtiess Sum

5 Overwrought

56 Gibbon or gonlla

88 H.cka's food

t

57 Stallone role

ill Itai

58 - Dhabi

112 Gallimaufry

K9 Wan

\. Sunshine" ("71
hit I

I nin in - is given"

108 Tower material?
110 Brash Nash

90 Chinese export

7 Author Morrison

59-a handt aids 1

113 Maghe and Minco

91 Mouth piece1

8 Mikila or Musial

60 Press one's point

114 "Cat on

;

Tin Roof

94 Cutlery shares

9 UkC some eses

i'

99 Active volcano

10 Rave's partner

65 Equity expert

M6Auel heroine

101 Some computers

11 With 69 Down, fluff)

67 As * ■< Wallace

117 "Confound it!"

68 hnraged

122 Stout relative

103 Chanleuse Lemper

feline

I'oppins'portrayer

115 Actual

KMCobbandHardm

12 Flu symptom

69 See 11 Down

123 Send out a page

105*75 Abba tune

13 Valhalla villain

70 Just manage, ssnh

124 Big hang letters

l06PoUihooui

14 "- o'clock scholar"

108 One

I4* Commcil concoction

million

out"

71 "Beau "('39rilml

Who says you have to live
like a student?
Turn over a new leaf with us!

"^?J7—

n8S
0

.■■

18 Stargazed

character

76 Diving bird

See today's answers online at thebreeze.org

■M

HlUV

—m

114

1

IM

SONoanmffix
51 "The Simpsons"

67 Diaper

) 2006 brainfreezepuzzlesxom

L

HI

<V> List entry

Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * * # # #

S -'I\'(KSE:

\ ■'"

49 Notes from Verdi?

8

TO 1

M

IHlOfl If''

IK Read quickly

6
9

a.

IllXJ ■HlUI

w

I could - horser

42 Mining shares .

41

M

r

R

36 Dandy dude"

5

«0

~

[11

sC(|lU'l
37

*'.

■■

29 l-xri:uisted
32 "Bolero" composer

•4

» |

■

24 P»»et Conrad

*J

FTB *

■H5'

2.* Home, to Hopalong '
T'i Iw.-iLitor stocks . .

8

■■

5'

1"

4

■■**

[45

HH

21 Mediterranean port

20 Snapshot

1

J■

1

'> li may be strapless

4.'

ii ■

■

| '

f

17 Rock's Qwei-

n

1

■

I Mr. Dillcr

Sudoku

I

II

Groovy
.Gaming Area!

f^tUhar

Don't miss out! The Sunchase Leasing Season kicks off on Thursday,
)ctober 19,2006! Don't miss your chance
cnance to sign a lease at the bes
best
apartment community in the 'burg!

540.442.4800

www.sunchase.net

Sports

I iditoi John Gallc
Kditor: Brian Hanscn

hi<<-. aportti hotmailam
I.UI)ISM-670V
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Rumor Has It...

Dukes control
own destiny
in Atlantic 10

Homecoming powwow

it\ a simple formula.
AM the nukes have u» do is
win another five games against
COftfartnCi toes and the Atlantic 10 is ill theirs
While thai is easier said
than done, the |MU football
learn did take control of the
A-10 with its dominating 42-23
win at New Hampshire.
I oat in that tact, the I hikes
have done their best impression of Dr. Jekvll and Mr Hyde
over the course oi tin-- season,
in that they
have run
their confer*
enca record
to 3-0 and
now sit
alone atop

the South
Division
Mad.

son still
has to face
five more
BRIAN
conference
HANSEN
opponents,
including three on the road. JMl |
defeat of I Ml leaves only
three unbeaten A-10 teams, the
others being Massachusetts
and Maine. Both of those teams
still fsce ihallcngmg schedules.
including a Nov. 11 showdown
.it I Mass, and each still has a
data with the UNH Wildcats
While the eighth-ranked
I >ukrs schedule IMI'I realK am easier, they did put
themselves in a position that
if they did win, they would
likely receive the conference's
automatic bid into the phnotls
and one of the four top seeds.
|MU would then be guaranteed
home-field advantage for at
least the first two rounds of the
pl.notls
Lett to pla\ for the Dukes
is this iveekend'l Homecoming matchup with rival
William & Mary, a very tough
road game at No. 10 Richmond
[t showdown that will likely
determine the winner of the
A-10 South), home against
always tough Delaware and
road games at Villanova and
Tbwson.
JMU will probably be
the favorite in each of these
gsmce because Of how the
team perlornis in the two most
important aspects ot football:
running the ball and playing

defense
Coming into the week,
the Dukes are ranked first
in the conference in rushing
(224.7 vards per game and 17
touchdow ns I and third in both
scoring detense (IS.2 points/
game) and total defense (278
vards/ game) I hey also lead
the conference in sacks with
2h. In their 2004 campaign, the
Dukes demonstrated similar
numbers on their way to a
national title
Junior running back lugene
i [olloman lias cone from ax*
pecting to red shirt the year to
saving the Dukes' season with
his explosive running. Playing
in onl\ tour games this vear,
I lolloman hat carried the ball
7| times (or I"'1' >. ards and four
touchdowns.
Senior running back Alvin
Banks has also been dominating (when healthy), running for
207 yards and seven touch downs on |ust 41 carries I he
problem has been keeping the
s.hools sixth all-time lead
ing rusher on the held. Hanks
has only participated in four
eamea UUI season while struggling through Mi assortment of
injuriee
The defense has been led
by a different pla\ er everv

week One week it'*- (Uuk
Buchanan Award candidate
lunior safetv lonv l.e/ottc, the
next it s sophomore cornerback Scully McCee. Against
\i-w Hampshire, it was two
leniora thai helped |MU
overcome the Wildcats Senior
linebackei Akaem lordan led
the Dukes with IS la.kles. one
MM k and a tumble MCOVCn
while senior detensive tatkle
Chuck Suppon gave JMU three
tack* totkm down the UNH
■erlal attack.
o IMi continuaa to assert
itself on the ground and control opponents' offaneaa, the
Dukes should put themselves
on i smooth course to the A-10

crown and the Division l-AA
playoffs

Hritin HenSfM (s„ sc«mr
SMAP rnnfw with ii amcenfraUon m print journalism

I VAN IIS. SOS

Junior running back Eugene HoSoman leads JMU In ruahtne thai season wrtti 459 yard* despite playing in only four games. Against the University of New Hampshire
Hoaoman found the endzone three times white running for 117 yards on 24 carries. Hotloman will lead a Dukes team that has found a lot of success playing In Homecoming
games. JMU defeated both Mew Hampshire and VMI In their Homecomings already. The Dukes wW host WNam & Mary Saturday In their own Homecoming game.

Madison plays
host to rival Tribe
for Homecoming
iv

MATT MCGOVFKN

conhibuttnt writer
The eighth-ranked JMU football
team is set to play its Homecoming
game against William k Mar. with
mom en- „
turn fully
in its favor. Com- Saturday
ing off a William A Mary at JMU
crucial win 3 p.m.
in
their Zane Showker Field/
second try Bridaeforth Stadium
against a
top-ranked opponent, the Dukes
are poiaad to earn a playoff berth
I arlier in the year, thev struggled against then top-ranked Appalachian State, but last week against
the University of New Hampshire,
|MU put its struggles aside and
dropped the Wildcats42-23.
UNH lell from No 1 to No. 7
in The Sports Network's Division
l-AA poll while |MU moved Irom
No 13 to No H in the rankings. Appalachian State reclaimed the No.

Football

I spot
"I think the key to success was
stopping their oltcnse, |VH sinior defensive tackle Chuck Suppun said "Our Mcondar) covered
well, our hnebat kers covered well.

and our defensive line just did our
job; we rushed all our lanes and all
our gaps, and that made it hard for
their offense to move the ball."
Suppon was named The Sports
Network's l-AA national defensive
player of the week with I six -tackle
performance, which included three
sacks and one for a loss. Senior
linebacker Akeem Jordan also had
a strong pertormance with a career-high 18 tackles
The Dukes' offense was firing
on all cylinders as they put up 42
points on the road against thenNo. 1
UNH.
Madison's oftensive
unit
has averaged
4*S
points
per game in
the past four
games,
v\ tth
a ma|ontv of
those
points
coming
from
the
running
Suppon
game.
"You can tel our offensive line
is playing well and I anticipate that
they will plav belter ea.li ueek.'

Offense

JMU is scoring 33 points per game to William & Mary's 17 3. The Dukes
have a national champion at QB and several weapons around him.
Advantage Dukes.

QB

Justin Rascati is jMU's all time winningest QB and a candidate for the
Walter Payton Award. The Tribe have spent the season platooning Jake
Phillips and Mike Potts Advantage Dukes.

RB

Junior Eugene Holloman has been a force for the Dukes running for
459 yards and four touchdowns Elijah Brooks has carried the Tribe
offense, running for 452 yards and five touchdowns JMU is more
balanced with depth and has the ability to hit the big run at anytime
Advantage Dukes.

WR/TE

Run
Defense

Pass
Defense

The Dukes have spread the ball out and had different guys stepping up
every week, but have not had much consistency from this group as a
whole The Tribe's loe Nicholas has 22 catches for 320 yards and four
touchdowns for the more consistent unit. Advantage Tribe.
JMU held New Hampshire to just nine yards rushing. W&M has given
up an A-10 worst 211 yards per game on the ground Advantage
Dukes.
W&M are third in the A-10 giving up just 155 yards per game in the air
JMU s unit has played well against the big play, but has dropped
several interceptions and was beaten several times by a run-dominant
Rhode Island team. Advantage Tribe.

Matthews said
|ML has moved to 5-1 overall
and 3-0 in the Atlantic It). IMI is
nOM the only undefeated team in
the South Division. With live conIcren.r BSJAM lelt, including W&M
this weekend, the Dukes know the
season is far Irom over.

srr RIVAL, page H

Coaching

Career national titles:
Mickey Matthews: 1
JimmyeLaycockO Advantage Dukes.

JMU is playing at home on homecoming. The crowd should be a factor.
Intangibles Advantage Dukes.
I M KIN I'M K
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The Super Morsink Brothers
Morsinks bring competitive
edge to JMU from Costa Rica

Kurt has climbed his wa) up
to sixth place on (Ml 'a 1I1time list for goals with u
ki le haa been earning minutes ,it the forward position
.ind h.is tour goala and an as*
sist in 11 games played. 1 heir
success can be attributed in
I part to the intense to, us
I Cer embedded in Costa
Rican »ulture.
Alter school, there wasn't
nuuh tor the Morsuika to do
except play soccer. Even .is
kids and In friendh pick-up
games, they thrived on competition
"It was usualK just iti (.r
I!- guys," Kurt said. "Me IP)
brother, our cousin .ind sonie
friends from the neighborhood WOUld |ust go OUl i'i\
the field and [plaj I it usually
started out .is tun and games,
but il got prett) intense "
in ( oata Rica, like most
1 lurd World nations, u
is the No. 1 sport lor the
team's opening game in the
2006 World Clip, the ( OfltS
Rican government declared .1
national holida)
In that kind oi environment, and in starting out so
young, not onl) are talented
athletes like Kurt ^nd k\ le

Martin said "Not b) design,
it's the way it's transpired
I very kid coming up In .1
countrj like that is going to
\\\ |t>h- I
ested tor two*hour practices
be extremely passionate MM\
or Saturda) t, w hile the) had
competitive about the game."
eamea on Sunda) a, Roj said
In America, mam have
Morsink
in the States, loccer leagues
pointed tinkers ,it the trend ol
•ccer
re made 101 kid-- more in
the h\ pern ompetitit e sporta
■ todthe image ol teamwork
families. In those cases, nega
ita Rica
and recreation However,
live criticisms often fall upon
■ ial takes
in Costa Rica, bash
parenting in the fordi 1
erj aeriousl)
met hanlca and techniques
their sons and daughters to
Nio 1 sport
are .i 1 o.u King focua earl)
engage Ul sports, whether it
1 h>'\ wen
was tor exercise or competi4 when 1 tirst
In Costa Rica, 9\ en
tive spirit.
them to the st.ibod) pleya soccer,' l\u
I see it as 1 positive,"
uni,
their fasenior midfielder Kurt
Martin said TllOM types ol
ther Ro) Mora
Morsink -..nd. "it's even
individuals are in mam Inmk said Hut
more popular than
stances a much more committhe gar
football hen- I \ ted student ol the game rhe)
erj single kni plaj a
know H hat's going on in Italy,
soccer .is soon -is
In England .ind In Germany,
I
the) can walk "
and they are watching the nar Kurt and
B '
I
tional teams play much more
tired
sophomore Kyle
so than the average American
I* u t
Morsink
student-athlete
H hen
^■Bk were
no
IMI seemed like a perle.t
ception.
tit tor the Morsink brothers
H e r .'
Not only would the) be able
about
6,
to gel .in education, but the)
when thej
also tould continue playing
able to watch a soo
the game the) love
me I through I
We told them that it the)
I ti.it a H hen they
Now, the
wanted to pla\ SOCCCT in colstarted the minor
Morsi nks
lege that they'd have to have
leagui
find thembeing recruited Into collegiate excellent grades and ■
as we call it
selves playsports, but the) otten I
scholarship through a sport.
here "
ing alongdrive to succeed and .1 love tor Ro) said "One of the tilings
• hool
side
t»ne
the game that is unmatched they've always wanted to do
1 i« a the
another
at
b\ Americans, IMI
was pla) soccer and become
difficult
task
the l»i\ ision
coai h torn Martin said
pros One ol the wavs to do
g kids like
collegiate
It has molded them to be that was through college lot
1
' minks inter|| IMI
u they are,'' cer."
Having dual-citizenship in
the I mted Mates and in CosU
RlCa helped matters
Its a big advantage," Rov
said "Ninety percent ot the
iluiiiumhiin 'a Provideroj Premium < igan
education the) received here
in t osta Rica was in 1 nglish.
1280 cubic fool Humidor and relaxing smoking area.
We knew what they'd have to
do to attend college up there
and make it. A lot ol other
Costa Ricans receive educaOver FORTY flavors of Shisha
JL
tion, but it will be tougher
tor them not knowing the lan01 U
\VA\ GRAPt
' »"| UTUKOFUOm
Gl
GRAPl
guage
]/*\ COHIBA \ ROMERO YJUUETA
ICOCONlfl
in ONI I ORANGl
ORANGl
Martin said coaches haw
uivrnni II
,, Ml
... lti\
,«.
I PADROS ICISPERI
been larelul in recruiting sibMIXEDFRI
lings
\SHTOS I'l \( II
MINI COLA
He admitted that there's
\( II) I HAVANA HONEYS
inn mi. \rrii. I'l U //
an assumption that a plai
er's brother or sister will be
■

v

B & B TOBACCO

Parts & Accessories to keep your Hookah smoking its best!

M

Store Hours: Tues - Sat Ham - 7pm
Z03S-S1 East Market Street (Beside Kohl's)

bandbtobacco.com
(S40) 432-7990

Senior captain midfielder
Kurt (right) and sophomore
toward Kyle (left) have
provided much of the Dukes
offense this season. Kurt
has nine goals and six assists Kyle has contributed
four goals and one assist for
JMU.

similar to and
as successful as
the lirst. In the
Morsmk's case,
they were both
luccessful, but
in entirely different ways with
their
eir
aitterent
different
\
pi sying St) les and
personal!X

j asL

Kurt, the
boisterous,
M car v our

^S^
^>
^y \
V 4k
____■

) ou r sIee \ e
h pe oi player had the
benetit ot pla) mg soccer in the
States lor three yean through
IMG before going to college
Kyle, more laid-back, but still
a fierce competitor, stayed in
Costa Rica without his brother tor the first time lor those
years, lie played throughout
high school, before choosing
t0 follow Ins brother to | \1l
'Some don't want to go
"here then btolhei goes, |usl

because the) feel the) maj
be living In the shadow ol an
older brother," Martin said

"Therefore, expectations ma)
be reall) high."
tad for k\ le, the) are
Kurt is currently ranked
lourth in assists and titth in
points on |MU'a all-time lists
In his final season this vear
Kurt is one of the team cap
tains, on hestratmg the Duki
offense from the midfleld. He
leads the Colonial AthletU As
lociatjon in points (2-11 and is
second in goals iUi and assists
(6).
k\ le, on the other hand,
is learning the nuan.es ol de
tense tliat ,\rv less prevalent in

t osta Rican
so.icr. Ro)
said

forward, k\ le's
role is somewhat different. However, when both k\ le
and Kurt are on the held, it's
lust like old times
In a mauh against Georgia
state I niverslty, IMi s g
winning goal came oil a pen
alty kuk, which resulted from
a foul thai was committed al
ter a Morsink-to-Morsink pass
put Kyle in position to score
inside the box.
"I know m\ brother is alllg tor me, k\ le
said
And I know he likes to
pla) the ball to the near poet.
So I u\.ni,- that run, and he
found me."
v cording to their father,
Kvle and Kurt will continue
to strive tor their goal tO make
it in professional soccer He
thinks they w ill both enter the
Major l eague Soccer drait and
pla) al thai level
1
I here are a lot more opportunities to pla) soccer in
the i s
Roj laid
Much
more so than in (osta Rica "
said Martin.
s, ,
I big part ol their life. If
the) Were here JUS) as students, it would have never
worked

Read the Breeze online at www.thebreeze.org

Get your Yearbook Picture taken for The
2007 Bluestone before it's too late!!
tnof*

^■l
\£,

Dates:

Oct. 25,26

Times:

Oct. 25:12-4 pm
Oct. 26:9-5 pm

Place:

Taylor 405

Yearbook Pictures only take 5 minutes, only cost $5
($8 for seniors), and the yearbook is FREE!
Questions? Call The Bluestone at 540-568-6541 or email jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com
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Sports Network's I-AA College Football Poll
Team (First-place votes)

13. Southern Illinois Sajukis
5-1
14. Northern Iowa Panthers
4-2
15. Harvard Crimson
5-0
16. Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks
5-1
17. Eastern Illinois Panthers
4-3
18. UC Davis Aggies
3-3
19. Maine Black Bears
4-2
20. Alabama A&M Bulldogs
5-1
21. San Diego Toreros
6-0
22. Princeton Tigers
5-0
23. Portland State Vikings
4-3
24. Coastal Carolina Chanticleers
5-2
25. Sam Houston State Bearkats
4-2

1. Appalachian State Mountaineers
(88)6-1
2. Montana Grizzlies (2)
5-1
3. Illinois State Redbirds (11)
5-1
4. Cal Poly Mustangs (1)
5-1
5. Youngstown State Penguins (1)
6-1
6. Massachusetts Minutemen
5-1
7. New Hampshire Wildcats (1)
5-1
8. James Madison Dukes
5-1
9. North Dakota State Bison (2)
6-0
10. Richmond Spiders
5-1
11. Hampton Pirates (3)
7-0
12. Furman Paladins
5-2
Dine-in &
Carry-Out,
Cocktails &
Catering

RIVAL: Tribe to take on
Dukes for JMU Homecoming
RiVAL, from page 11
"V\r re taking il p,.im«' bv
game becdusv the Atlantic 10 is
so touch," Mliof quarterback
lustin MSCatJ Mid "We know
that William & Mary will give
u*> their best game, ,ind right
now we're jiisl really lOCUMd
on them. Come Sunday, we'll
foctH i>n Richmond."
W&M is 2 4 overall and
0-3 m conftranci play How-

even two oi the conference
lotto were by .» combined live
points. I he tribe are coming
on* .i non-conference u-n win
against Liberty Unlveralh
I .ist ;..ii [Ml won .it WJcM
In a nall-biter, W-29, rhegame
vtm decided by >> 44-) ird field
goal with three seconds left In
Ail playedWfcM twice,
with the tribe winning 27-24
in the regular Season at |\1L

and the Dukes winning 4H-14
■I WJcM m the play*
"WB have vh Id memories
oi William & Mar) two veari
ago when the) beat us at home,
and their fans ,i|l came Otll »>!
the stands,' Matthews said
about the rh air) " I he) had ■
big partv on our Held arid we
haven't forgotten it. n it's thai
important t»>
ring tO
play well on Saturday "

Want to write for the coolest section in The Breeze?
Let us know at breezesports@hotmail.com and we'll
make it happen!
Because we're cool like that.

COW EARLY. ONLY OPEN NINE NIGHTS!!!

We Always

Use the
Freshest
Ingredients

fHE HAUNTED CORNFIELD
IS BACK?

VICTIMS WELCOME.'

I

OCT. I3HM.ZO-3.Z7-Z?
SUNWY. tlONWY. TURWY 0"»'-«
OCT. 29.30.31
ADMISSION J6.00

Specializing In: tytf^.tyfy*
f$2 off minimum*
| of $15 purchase
■

not valid with
delivery orders

564-1922

Fiom Rt. 34-]. turn west on Port Republic Rd. Go 15 mi. and lum right on Lawyer Re.
Go 23 hi and turn on Goods Mil Rd Go 0.5 )mi. and turn right on Lopgley Rd. $o Oi*

for DeliVery CullDinner(oGo-»9993

\ Sun-Thurs iiam-ioPm

•

From Cross Keys Rd, turn east on Pol Republic Rd. Go 32 mi. and turn tett on Pine*ilte Pd
Go 1.8 m. and turn onto Valley Vie* Rd. Go 1 mi. Cornfield on fight
•
From Rt. 33, Penn Laird, turn south on Lawyer Ro. Go 2 4 mi
Turn ngW on PineviHe Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and turn leftwito Valey View-Rd. Gc imi.

1790-120 E Market Si. i Rt 331
Next to Kroger • Harrisonburg

F-n & Sat I lamnm
Fri
lam-llpm

U>GteUvg for Paradise?
Food
I tin

Music

^Ashby sj£<

Crossing

LEASING KICK-OFF

TODAY!

f| \ \

October 19th
Free Food & Prizes
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Full New Menu
[

HomecomingSpecial

!

i
Friday & Saturday
• Buy one Entree Get 2nd of Equal orl
Lesser Value 1/2 off with this coupon '

Dance Contest starts (6) 1:00
First Floor
A, B, C, D
Second Floor E, F, G, H
Third Floor
I, J, K, L

Restaurant Now Open

$365.00
$370.00
$375.00

Friday: Fighting Gravity with
Special Guest The Big Left
Saturday: D\ b Dancing 9-1

±±J± T>W0*> LfliA,£

rtflm.soi/vbw.rg, vA
www. ash btj crossing. wiur,

Check Out RocritowngrilLcom
54°-434-7*s*

eo6w .'/ liflyn ftyrtl 'A*,-
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John'
Swami
Overall- 53-31
Last Week-7-5

William and Mary @JMU
Iowa @ Michigan
Texas @ Nebraska

Brian
Quitter
Overall- 54-30
Last Week- 9-3

Fearless leader
Overall- 62-22
Last Week- /-5

JMU

JMU

Michigan

Caite
Boss Lady
Overall- 57-27

Last Week- 8-4

Bloody Wary
Guest
Overall- 59-25

JMU

JMU

JMU

Michigan

Michigan

Michigai

Michigan

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Clemson

Clemson

Georgia Tech

Clemson

Georgia Tech

Boston College

Florida State

Boston College

Boston College

Boston College

Rutgers & Pittsburgh

Rutgers

Rutgers

Rutgers

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh @ Atlanta

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Atlanta

Carolina @ Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Carolina

Carolina

Dallas

N.Y. Giants

Dallas

N.Y. Giants

N.Y. Giants

San Diego

San Diego

San Diego

San Diego

San Diego

Seattle

Seattle

Seattle

Seattle

Minnesota

New England

New England

New England

New England

New England

Georgia Tech @ Clemson
Boston College ® Florida State

N.Y. Giants @ Dallas
San Diego @ Kansas City
Minnesota @ Seattle
New England @ Buffalo

Thus far, our fearless leader Matt Stoss is still in the lead, with boss lady still in striking
distance. Brian Hansen has finally emerged from the cellar of last place, overtaking yours
truly by one game. I'm feeling a comeback, so watch out Brian. Go Boston College!;)
— Swami

Go ahead.
Be a kid again.
Visit

DIII"

i.ni.ij ' in

p.iii hi breathe the
nostalgic stem <>l kill,
ami pei sonali/e \ our
<>u n pumpkin lliis
Il.il!...... n seasoni

Valley Inn Farm Pumpkin Polch
'

11% Pinevllle lid.. Curl Kfuublit. V,\
»

I )u.t tioni from Ilaiti&onbui^:
rakePoh Repul
< .-i ippiox, K mile
- Pa - Will Creek Church
<»n the i iirhl

Professional Hair Design
HAIR CARE

•

SKIN CARE

•

NAIL CARE

540-289-909I

NEW DEALS FOR STUDENTS!

•>.*.

• Make-up
• Waxing
• Facials

>:*.*!

THIS WEEK IN JMU ATHLETICS

Also, FREE T-SHIRTS!!!
(bring in this ad)

Tues. &Thurs. 9a.m. -7 p.m.
Wed. & Fri. 9a.m. - 5p.m.
Sat 9a.m. - 2p.m.

SAijjUjMQAY/,, QQTQBBR 11 m 3; f7%
u^i™.c tvLmm ^j'vKiwyiftzg-sitj. ^.vnwsikSi Jri.yya

540.434.8188

380 E. Market Street

Hantto hear something new?

Check out the newbies...
Mew

Augustana

And trwGtesB
Handed KJtae

mm
MdT KE/1RNEY

All the Start a
Boutmmrds

$1099

$10.99

Cartel

Sandi Thorn
Smile It Contuses
People

Chroma

12.99

»

www.tLeStudioliairBalon.com

afft^T*

$10.99
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'tmstmmem*
r®ja & miSMMK^^
J^PUROAY, OCTOBHF; 21

Mat Kearney ... 3Hlt get I'll 011
Nothing Lett Co Lo

$10.99

Pi/\N7
Krogw Stiopprtg Center
1790-9BE MartayfSt
MS IfWI/Sun 194;
434-H999

the ground floor
ofcool.

MEN1S50CCER

TWJT

WHAT A RECORD SrORf SHOULD BL<
1M Cemh! S«« (Ji Your nvOm,
Vidmo liammm S Vmytl
mrww.planymumtc.com

HOMICOMIM;

OiBUiitiaiODlBQt
JMU SOCCER COMPLEX

Beautiful 18 Hole Championship Golf Course!

WOMEN1S .SOCCER

Heritage Oaks
GOLF

COURSE

Outings/Tournaments
Fully Stocked Pro Shop
Driving Range
Instruction
Junior and Senior Rates Available
HOMECOMING SPECIAL!
10 Holes With Cart
$26.00 Per Player
(with this ad)
Exp: Nov. 10 2006
880 Carters Church ftwrfX
Hernsonburg. Vi 22801
»
1540)4428502

ProshopSaie
10% - 60% off
Everything In Stock

HOMICOMIM;

l

AU.\JMUIF/AC1ULrT« AHDlSTAff.WIU^mctlUlElt irrr?7nTt.i3rjca

0322325333 Z3D d <STJ33?£2irj; iTMETl tHOWtTWmii JXCA»DT

OHAmiCMTStWMIWtTMtTltHOmTHI.

FIELD.HOCKEY
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^Farmers' Market

Fun and freshness are combined at one of the 'Burg's classic attractions

■v LINDSAY GUAU
contributing writer
Typically, there isn't much that can route a college student out of
bed at 7 a.m. However, on any given Tuesday, just a few miles away
from campus, numerous vendors are preparing for a day of selling goods and chatting with customers at the Hamsonburg
Farmers' Market.
"Local gardeners and fanners have been selling produce in downtown Hamsonburg for more than 50 years,"
according to the Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance Web
site.
The market can usually be found in the Water Street parking deck, but while renovations are being done in that area, the
location has changed to the municipal lot directly across from the
Daily News-Record. The temporary location provides the vendors
with space and an airy, open environment in which to sell their
produce.
A quick glance around the area designated for the market
provides a myriad of images. Rows of brightly colored vegetables line some tables, while others display homemade
crafts, such as dresses and journals. It is apparent that vendors know each other and recognize certain customers,
and a lively sense of togetherness is pervasive over the
scene.
Esther Ebey has been coining to the Hamsonburg
Farmers' Market since last July. Ebey is relatively new to
the Hamsonburg area, and has found a place to prosper
both economically and socially
at the

Farmers' Market
"|The Farmers' Market) has been good for the sense of community," Ebey said. "I've met a lot of people, and if s just as
much a social thing as it is economic."
Ebey sells chestnuts, cherry tomatoes and prints of her own
personal photography. Other vendors sell fresh produce, ranging from potatoes to lettuce.
Dorothy Bnning's "Dofs Delights," displays a plethora of
baked goods. Brining has been coming to the Fanners' Market for
four years. Each individual at the Farmers' Market seems to have a
colorful story and. Brining is no exception.
"My great-grandfather lived in Hamsonburg, and then moved
to New York," Brining said. "My family and I lived in New York
and then decided to retire in Hamsonburg." Brining attended
farmers' markets in New York, and decided to continue her hobby
into retirement.
With a selection of scones, elaborate pies and breads, it is
apparent that Brining has been honing her craft for some
time. She called the Farmers' Market a "family affair."
because of its widespread appeal to everyone in the
community, not just regulars and passersby.
Although the Hamsonburg Farmers' Market is only
open for a limited amount of time dunng the week,
it is certainly accessible to college students and those
who live in the Hamsonburg area. With a friendly atmosphere and delicious, fresh products, the Farmers' Market
certainly should not be missed.
The Farmers' Market operates from 7 a.m. so 1 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
pip**, by LAUREN PACKArr

CD Review

Slow piano and guitar
fill DiFranco's album
'Reprieve' speaks to listeners
though poetic lyrics and sounds
■Y (MII WHITE

senior writer
Ant I>iFranco is careful, taking a slow crawl into the first song
of her latest CD, Reprieve. When it begins, it sounds almost like it
should be ending.
"So that's how you found me," she sings in the first line
of "Hypnotized," speaking only after finger-picking guitar
scales, then a slow piano cues her to start. When she finally
does, it's gentle and unassuming. And, one
•RpfiripVP
'''" '"ll1 wm'e listening, that's the best
— If ^^
way to describe every song on the album
A personal favorite, "Nicotine," begins
witn "I hate you sometimes/but I love to
Am DiFranco
be your queen/You are my muse/got me
smoking nicotine." At best, it's unhurried
and sexy. At worst, every word is true.
With her signature syllable-swilling, DiFranco proves
she's still the master at throwing more sounds into one beat
than can logically fit. She does this in nearly every song, with
the exception of the title track, "Reprieve," which she speaks
to the reader as i( we were privileged enough to be sitting in
on her private poetry reading.
Not only are the songs on the album interesting and complex, but the actual album is, as well. The tree on its front was
taken irom a photograph of an actual tree in Nagasaki after the
city was leveled by an atomic bomb. Ani didn't take the photo
herself, but it inspired her to write a poem and caused most of
the emotion in Reprieve.
DiFranco's self-proclaimed "folk-punk" music never disapEoints and this album is no exception. Her messages are political.
Lit they're somehow still pnvate and humble. Her 15th solo CD,
Reprieve proves DiFrano still has something to say. And she won't
sit down until we hear every last word.

Bands are bringing rock back
Four new albums released this fall hope to restore faith in music industry
SY JACOB WHSON AND MASON MULES

contributing writers
In the last few months there have been a variety of new releases in the music world that you may not have heard of. I h.it doesn't mean
they aren't worth checking out. While Justin Timberlake has been bringing sexy back, other bands have been bringing qualit) musk hut

The Killers
Sam's Town

The Roots
Game Theory

The Killers are back with their sophomore album, and it seems
they're trying to move past the new wave influences apparent on
their last disc Their new album, Sam's Tbum, attempts to make The
Killers into one of rock's "greats." Self-admittedly crafting their
songs after the likes of Bruce Springsteen, they've traded in pop
for more conceptualized rock. With Ivncs like, "Burning down the
highway skyline on the back of a hurricane." they've tried to recreate stereotypical American themes in epic introspective ballads. Listeners are left with a curiosity as to what they'll do next rather than
an admiration for the current work. All in .ill. the band has work to
do before they eatabbsh themselves as one of "the greats."

Came Theory is not the nonsense you hear on the radio,
but real hip-hop. The Roots' first release on Def Jam records is full of bling-free lyrics that deal with real issues
ranging from politics, poverty and personal loss. Their
drummer, ?uestlove (pronounced Qucstlove), and his
onginal beats give each track a solid foundation on which
the group builds with samples from flutes, pi.inos, funk
guitars and even a cover of a Radiohead song. The band
does more than ride dirty, so whether you're «i scisoned
hip-hop fan or a novice fan, you should be able to appreciate The Roots' Game Theory.

Key Track* "Sam's Town." "When You Weir Young," "Unde Jonny"

Key Tracks: "Came Theory" "In the Music." "Long lime "

The Kooks
Inside Inllnside Out

TV on the Radio

You may not have heard of The Kooks here in the States, but
this Brighton band, named after a David Bowie song, have already
gone multi-platinum in Europe. Saving the obvious comparisons
to past Bnush pop-rock bands. The Kooks have craned an album
of virtually perfect pop music with iitsnir Inllnsutt Out. They're not
revolutionary, but they do get their songs stuck in your head and
make you go "mental," as the Bnts are so fond of saying, laike
Pntchard proves that the English accent can be audible in music
while singing about well-endowed women and trying to get laid.
But the band isn't limited to songs about girls; they even cover
Gnaris Barkley's "Crazy." which you can watch c«i ynufiuV.com.

"Brooklyn's best band'' is back with their highly anticipated second album. Return to Cookie Mountain. Listening to
it is almost as good as a mountain-si7e supply of cookies. The
trio picked up a drummer and bassist for this relc.ise .ind the
added instrumentation creates a dominating pemissive texture
that pervades every song. Other new bonuses on tins album
include guitanst and producer David Sitek's use of "magic," as
it says in the liner notes, as well as guest vocals by the legendary David Bowie. You can check out the video from the album'*
first single, "Wolf like Me," on youlufce.com and get a taste of TV
on the Radio "howlin' forever."

Key Tracks: "See the World," "NaTve." Time Awaits "

Key Tracks: Songs one through 11 — aka the entire thing.

Return to Cookie Mountain

CHECK THIS OUT

TDU

Free
Pool
Tournament
•

Taylor Down Under is hosting
a free pool tournament on Sunday, Oct. 22. Registration begins
at 12:30p.m. and play begins
at ip.m. The first 16 players to
register will play. For more information, contact PJ Kania at
kaniapj.
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What's going on around town?
Thursday .

Friday

art

. Saturday . Sunday

music

Visit the S;i\\hill Gallery exhibition "Seymour ChwaM Still
,i Blast, featuring jn arr.ts i-l the
icon of illustration and design's
hesi-known
works
including
pOCHlS, logos, package design.

md chUdna'i booki

books
The Green Valley Book lair
in Ml Crawford is a discount
h.».k .uitlei stiwe featuring over
W0J300 new h.H>ks « incredible
bargain prices and is openfrom 9
■ in i ' i' in

music
Jimmy <) will play the best
classic rock songs at Finnigan's
Cove downtown

sports

Listen lo the Jazz Tno perform al The Daily Grind down-

Ride in the Shenandoah Fall
Foilage Bike Festival through
, the Hamsonburg Tourism and

lOWfl Music begins al 7 pm

film

billiards
Billiards 8 Ball tournament Play
begins al 7:30 pm and participants will receive free pool the
rHHir before

film
John linker Must Die" wih
play at Gratton-Stovall Theatre
Showhmes are 7 and °:30 p.m

music

music
Listen to Celtic-influenced
folk songs by Shen Fine at The
Daily Gnnd downtown.

0 DJ skills

food

I

festival

M.
Nighl
Shyaniilaifs
"Udy in the Water" will play al
Grafton-Suwall Theatre Showtimes are 7 and 'MO p m

Celebrate autumn at the
42nd Annual Broadway-Timbcmlle Fall Festival along Main
Street in Broadway and Timber
ville The event includes food.
music and dance performances,
an antique car show, craft vendors and other exhibits from 9
am to 3 pm.

sports
Join in the Shenandoah
Valley Bicycle Club's
MV
pack downhills" for exciting
downhill mountain biking fun
Meet at the Food Lion on Rt
42 at 3 p.m.

•
W

Enjoy Money Penny and Justin Jones at The Pub

£

art

£

Check out the visual arts in
Hamsonburg's historic downtown arts and cultural district
at the Museum and Gallery Art
Walk from 4 to 8 p.m. downtown

W
£

O

Eat all the pizza you can at
Luigi's Downtown Pizza Company's breakfast pizza brunch
Ends at 2 p.m.

art
—
^

See the watercolor works of
talented watercolor artist Charles
Tibbs The exhibit is at the Oasis
Gallery downtown

music

i

Attend a benefit concert for
the EveryDay Angels Foundaturn presented by Court Square
Theater and Falling Mountain
Music. "Project Warmth" will
feature an evening of traditional
and contemporary music from
different performers Admission
is tree but donations of gently
used coats and blankets will be
accepted and the Blue Ridge
Area hood Bank will be the recipient of all canned goods do
nated Show starts at 8 pan.

poker
•

Tuesday

Bnng your own vinyl lo the
Artful Dodger and show off your

Visitor Services. Call (540) 8283VM) for more details

music

Sign up tor the Gold Crown

•

• Monday

Got a great poker face?
Come to Rocktown Grill for
Hamsonburg Poker Tour free
play. Games start at 8 p.m.

billiards
Show oft your ball-hitting
skills at the Gold Crown Billiard's9-BallTournameni lour
nament begins at 7 p.m Participants get to play free pool from
6 to 7 p.m.

editorobsession

downtown across from the Duilv
Nms-Record

film

sports
Still
need
training
wheels? Join the Shenandoah
Mountain Bike Club for a be

Go to the movies for less
than one dollar! 99-cent movie
night at Dave's Downtown Taverna begins at 9 p.m.

ginner level mountain bike
ride on local trails Rides are

karaoke

fun-paced and great for anyone who is new to mountain

Are you the next American
Idol? Test your singing abilities
al karaoke night at The Pub.

biking or for avid bikers who
want to meet new riders

art
Sculptor James Bigg will
display his exhibit called
"Clay (and whatever else was
handy) Sculpture" at Bridgewater College's Cleo Driver
Miller Art Gallery.

food
Check out an assortment of
fresh produce and foods from a
variety of vendors at the Farmen Downtown Hamsonburg
Farmers" Market. Fruits, vegetables, meats, eggs, cheese,
baked goods, homemade knit
goods and fresh flowers are all
available. Open from 7 a.m. to
I p.m in the large municipal lot

art

poker

See the traveling statewide
exhibit covering Jamestown Ar-

Play Texas Hold 'Em and
enjoy 25-eent wings at Luigi's

chaeology in lime for Jamestown
2(X)7 at Massanutten Regional
Library from 9 am. to 6 p.m.

IXiwntown
Pizza
Company
from 9 p.m to I am. Sign-ups
begin at 8 p.m.

THE JET PROGRAM - CELEBRATING 20 YEARS

I am completely obsewed with enme novels. And not |ust any crime
novels — enme novels where the detective is a woman and a total badass.
Take, for example. Sara Paretsky's V.I. Warshawski novels, which I've just
recently gotten into (thanks. ENG 302). Not only does this chick walk right
through the line of fire, she comes out on the other side drinking bottled
water {that's an analogy, folks — she doesn't really do this).

TIM

Japan Exchange and
TMcbfaa, Program

• Inch rngtsr) lo looms* youth in rh* public schools
• Work in local government offices

11 re Sale,'' which is really the only one of Paretsky's novels I've read so
Mr. i~ so good I couldn't put it down. When Warshawski is asked to be the
interim basketball coach at her former high school in South Side Chicago,
■he s •pprthfTtfivt M first I hen. however, she is asked to investigate the
Fly The Flag company, which one of the workers believes is being sabotaged As it turns out, the sabotage is only a small portion of the bigger
plot, which involved arson, murder, deceit and the running away of two
children Paretsky weaves a complicated web, but it, of course, all works
out in the end. Warshawski solves the case and the bad guys get locked up
Now that's girl power.

• Experience Jopmese cuttixt
• Gtto intMiMtiood experience
JET oH en: year long paid positions, lounrhrifj ok
transportation lo Japan hootni insurance, training
ond morel
Application Iiifci. Dumber 4, 2006

d?

Far more information or lo apply on lint, visit our
tnbsilt. www.w e«ee |apmi».|pj.

Open Homecoming Weekend

0 S- Main St*
Ht£LE\
in the
7
cxt To less' Quick Lunch

Green Valley

433-3366

BOOK
FA I R

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12-6

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS

Tapestries Beaded Door Curtains SELECT DVDS
Reg. $24.99
Reg. $24.99
*9"
£ALE! $14.95 SALE! $14.95
BJL^L

Open Today
thru October 22nd
from 9AM to 7PM doily

500,000 NEW BOOKS
All 60%-90% Off Retail

Green Valley Book Fair
2192 Green Valley In.
Ml. Crawford, VA 22841

Itxakdonly 10 nmuln sou* ollliU
W« / II sautA u hit 240; tun ml on

800 385 0099
www.gvbookfoif.coni/jiwi

U6l2lhlowlhtvgm

Adult DVDs, Magazines and Novelties
Massage Oils, Lubricants, Incense, Tapestries
-1 ■

■ '

Body Jewelry
■

Salvia
■

—■

Posters

—-

.

gJlChina Expres^
SLJ»

Chinese Restaurant

The Best Value Combo

1031 Port Republic Road

Dishes come with
vegetable Lo Mem

__

next to Food Lion

SpnngRol,

Wt%% D0l VttV

8 0Z. Plain Fried Rice
.
7u Z
'
and choice of soup:
Late Night
Wonton, Egg Drop,ex Hot and Sour
$10.00 Minimum - Limited Area
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
(540) 568"9899
SCI 7 Beef with Broccoli
SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
OfllV <fi«
SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken
"
Menu & Map found on

GoLookOn.Com
Try our Chef Specials $7.45

j^H-C^njH
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'Daily Show' has as much substance as traditional news
Recent study finds Jon Stewart's Comedy Network show can pass as legitimate news source
H«

K. NEUMAN
!\iih Emerald

SHUN

EUGENE, Ore. — With flashy graphus, .m over-exdtabla Ml
choc .ind soaring political satire, "I he Daily Show with Ion SttWtff
hu kffM MMUM0M laughing (or years, hut the Like news' .omedy
show is not |ust ,i |oke
A tvcvnl studv hv Julia R lo> assistant pmtess,»r ol telecommunicahons.it Indiana L'niversih, has tound "llu-l'aih Show," which airs wivknij'Jits on Comedy Central, to he just as suhstantw e as nrtw < irk a >\ eitgi
I he interpretation trom the bloj-osphere and the mainstre,ini medi.i li.is mOM) 'alien into two tatej'.ones ot respmse. \\-\ said that the
srudv validates the quality ol "I he Dally Show* .is a legitimate news
source; it UK) underscores the dismal state of network newscasts
"I think the answer is probably two." she Mid. I think uh.it s
gotten people exited is ON. M\ i>nh gripe is that people aren't
doubttns the equal substance. K any thin);, the\ re MyfaVg ("Ihe Dail\ Show "I is more substantive "
Scott Maier. associate professor at the journalism school, said
the studv speaks loudly about the st,ite ol news heinj; broadcast In
Ihe time a viewer might spend watching an entire news broad- .1st. .1
newspaper reader might get through a single story. Maier s.ud
"I think it's a sad state of television news where network and local
news have focUfd more on sideline issues.'' he s.ud. "\\ huh is not to
sav that telex ision does things poorly. It's great for breaking news "
Fox's studv "No )"ke: A Comparison of 9obeUftOB In I he I 1.11k

Show with (on Stewart'and Broadcast Network leleusion Coverage
ol thi MM Presidential Heetion C ampaign," which will he published
in l siholarh |oumal next summer, is the first effort to sv stematically
examine how the comedy program compares to traditional televi
sion news as sources of political information.
"IK- Dalv Slow'' has been the subject erf scH4arty research in the past Ihe
\atxiul AnnenKig Hectxm Survey found thai '"Dairv Show1 ifoun (knew)
moiv ahmt electoon r«ies than pw^A' who regularly rend newspapers or w atch
tiA-v isKr news," and puttsof ihe younger demugrapbio> haw repeatedly found
Ihe dim listed among <*KT comedy shows as a top naweatftUOB
Stewart's mock newscast also lias flirted with respectability, hosting ap
pearanees by major national and international figures and serving as the setting when lohn Hd wards announced his intent to run for president in 2004.
Nevertheless, Fox wondered how the increasingly influential
Comedy nevrt content on "The Daily Show" stacked up against the
traditional network news broadcasts. Her solution was to quantify
M't und-bv-second coverage dunng the 2004 Democratic and Republican national conventions and presidential debates as "hype." "humor" and "substance." Half-hour broadcasts were broken down into
Mpaiate audio and video channels and analyzed.
Ihpe" included references to polls, political endorsements and
photo opportunities, while "humor" included laughter, |okes and
applause. Fox said.
Because the broadcast network news stones were significantly
shorter, on average, than 'The Daily Show" stories, the Mill) sis w as
run again using the half-hour program, rather than the story, i,v 'he

unit of anahsis ||u' proportion of stones per half-hour program devoted to the election campaign was greater in "I he I'aiK show." and
POX found no Significant differences m substance.
'The networks wen- more hype than substance, and The I >ail\ 'shou
w as iiHire humor than substance, but llx-v were equally substantive," she said
"It's certainly no worse than the source people have rehed on fur decades."
That said. POM Mdd the leee hei work as less Of an endorsement
of 'The I'ailv show ' and more ol an indictment of network news
Stewart is up-front about his role as a COfltodUUl
not as a journalist.
Pox said, hut she said the networks have previouslv been considered
the gold standard ol broadcast news.
"We've been wnnging our hands tor decades that the networks aren't
doing enough substaiuv in the pthth.il .overage, so is it anv real surprise
that it's just as substantive*' Fox said in a press release about the study
"Our findings should allav at least some of the concerns about trie grow mg
reliance on this non-traditionaI sounv of polbCBl information, as it is |ust
as substantive as the source that Americans have relied upon for decades."
Fox said that she gets her news mostlv from local and regional
newspapers, but is also an occasional "The Daily Show" viewer
"I do watch 1 he I >ail\ Show.' It's not my primary source of news
but 1 enjoy it." she said.
And for the foreseeable future, Stephen Colbert. Stew art s moekcommentalor compadre, is not up for study. His show, 'The Colbert
Report, skewers cable news personalities like Bill O'Reilly
"It's much more satirical It \ OU did a head-to-head comparison I
don't think it would be anv where near as suhstanlive,' Fox said.
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Janus Modison umvtrsify
Optra Theoiei presents

%/

755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's]

540-432-9996
An Opera

DON'T LET ILLNESS CHANGE YOUR CAREER

By w A Mo:o'i

FLU SHOT
OCTORER 27-28 01 8 PM
OCTOBER 29 »! 4 30 I'M
WILSON HALL AUDITORIUM
SB 00 ADUITS
SB 00 CHILDREN AND SENIORS

Prompt Medical Attention

nilp //cvpo |mu eOu/Moslerpiece/

Minor Injuries + Sprains + X-rays + Mono + Strep Throat
Lacerations + In-House STD Testing

TICKET INFORMATION?
CALL 540-568 7000

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

A A

Caribbean Tan
Caribbean Tan

3 Months For

$85

Offer good at both Hamsonburg locations

I

I

See Our New
State of the Art Office

Caribbean Tan

25 Basic Sessions

• Special For $1 00-00 |

Meet Our Staff!

I Includes 1 FREE bag with Emerald Bay lotion

I

Offer good at both Hamsonburg locations

EXPANDING FOR JMU'S CONVENIENCE!
2 NEW locations coming soon across from
JMU's main entrance and in Bridgewater!
Store Hours
Monday-Friday: 9am-10pm, Saturday: 10am-8pm, Sunday: 12pm-8pm

JAC Cards Accepted!
Food Lion Shopping Center
433 9989

and

(

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center
438-9989

Venturing the Invisiilign Orthodontic System

Ken Copeland
Family Dentistry
One Block from Sunchasc Apartments

Door Prizes
Refreshments

590 Neff Avenue • Suite 100 To UTS and DeiTlOS
540-437-4090

MMiMMH
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Williams brings comedy to the presidency, White House
'Man of the Year' supplies humor, laughs to political offices, realm of politics
m

gling the impossible begins to happen; a eomight not be the president alter all?
median appears to be on his waj to the White
1 lie laughs descend Into political mtngue
House
when llean.tr meets lorn to tell him about the
But all is not well in the political realm when
problem with the voting s\ stem, but finds hrrsell
1 leaner t.reen 'I aura Linneyl. a software deIncreasing]) attracted to the comedian who hides
signer In charge of the computer voting system
nothing from the public
for the Delacroy Company, discovWhen Tleanor tinallv reveals
ers (here is | glitch in the s\ stem that
the computer problem to lorn, he
calculates the w inner ot the election
does theonl) thing 1 comedian with
by alphabetical order instead ol acpolitical aspirations would do; he
tual votes
makes tun of the enemv with just
Eleanor soon discovers that
a little bit ol the truth thrown in for
tkftctcd by:
her bosses and their lltai] law
good measure
Barry Levinson
ycr, Stewart (Jeff Coldblum), are
With Oscar-Worth) perforCorned)
more concerned with profit mar
mances In Williams, I inney
gins than the outcome ol a presi*
and W.ilken, Alan of the Yetl
dential election Eleanor is faced
becomes less of showcase for
with a dilemma: Does she ignore the probthe ComedU talents of Williams and more
lem with computer system and make her
of a refreshing take on the nature of pohlibossei happy? Or does she tell lorn that he

AM.UA THOMAS

Arktusta Thnvfa
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.
Political K.niu-rs.
baby toting nwdalinging campaign! and scan*
dala. \ti, ma lights and sounds .»t election yean.
Men and women dreaaed m ituff) aulla trying to
convince the public Out the) can about the laauea,
but H hat h.ippt'ns when the \ oicc «>t reaaon cornea
from a comedian?
In the movie "Man <>i the v.ir. rom l>obbs
(Robin Williams) is .1 television talk-ahon host
who enfoys making nil audience laugh hv making fun of the power players HI Washington. Pol*
itics becomes .1 serloui matter to u»m when he
is persuaded to run tor president of the United
States by his sometimes ,.tnt.ink«,r«uis, but always entertaining manager |ack Menken (Christopher Walkeni
Through all the debates and political wran-

1Mention Students!

Staety,

*? - •:.> *.'

Man of
the Year

Williams takes what could be a caricature
and makes him a likable fellow that could be
placed in public office. Walken makes Jack
Menken the voice of reason in the middle of
a three-ring circus, and Linney is outstanding as the beleaguered Eleanor, who hnds
herself in the middle of the conflict between
personal responsibility and big business
Coldblum takes a break from good-gu\ rolM
to play the slea/y corporate lawyer Stewart
"Man of the Year" has alt of the elements
of a political satire, and it accomplishes its
ultimate goal of getting people to think about
who they place in political office. There are
no polite Ipeeches about protecting American interests. I here is only the cold hard
truth: Sometimes our choice of who to put in
public office is made based on what we MC,
and what we are shown is often a very wellcrafted illusion.

Find the smokin' pig on campus and win a
20 person party platter for you and your
friends! This week's Clue:
#1 Bus Stop

Best B6Q in Town!
15-40-43 5-5 5 53

/ 1

Located on Wolfe Street
[ Next to Kline's Downtown

/ |
—

'find the pig and return this week to Smokin' Pig to win. ^^

Jr~r^£?/*

V
L

Restaurant
VV
Banquet Facility

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Open for Lunch and Dinner
Poultry, Steak, Seafood & Pasta
380 University Blvd.

Casual Atmosphere &
Private Banquet Rooms

Located across from
Regal Cinemas

554-2988

;\iiniiiil \\ pman o|
I'isriiM linn Award INominatiom!
'IKI

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

Servers wanted, come in to apply!
540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs. I lam-lOpm
Fri&Sat 11am -11pm
829 E. Market Street. Harnsonburg, VA

art

Sponsored by the University Health Center's Office of Sexual
Assault Prevention ond Women's Resource Cenler

kathryn biery, ddi

Mery£>
laulette

Stephen paulette, drh
lonald davis, deb
edword amrhein, dds

Attention All JMU Students, Faculty ond Staff
Wisdom Teeth

Is there a woman in your life who inspires you through:
Her imagination, innovation, and dedication?
Her exemplary talent and achievements?
Her strength of character?
Her sincere service?

Loose ot Missing Teeth
Mouthguards
General Dentistry
Emergency Treatment
Drs. Biery & Paulette Can Help You!

Then nominate her (or

W# Offer

I no Woman o| l/isriiirrion Award!
Three awards will be given (student, faculty, and stoff)
For more information and nomination form see
hltp://www.jmu.edu/womensresour{e/wod.shtml

•

Sam* day consultation, examination and emergency treatments.

•

Schedule an appointment al a time that is convenient for you.

•

General Anesthesia <s available from certified personnel.

•

0°a financing for up to 12 months upon opprovol

•

A relaxed and friendly atmosphere

•

Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian and Sign Interpreters available

Nominations due by November 15,2006
Contact Heather ot driverhfOjmu edu or 568 7831
with questions.

•sat* otfc

Clip this certificate out of the paper to receive
$50.00 off your initial consultation/examination.

VRC

CALL NOW!
540.432.0609

James Madison University Health Center

i\Vr
Men's
Health MinuteM\
Ml IV
"- 4: SI Is: "Tesl Me for Everything"
VAV
N

b\ BarbaraP. (Iranian Nl).IMP
Sexualh transmitted infections (STI'i)
during a regular appointment at the Health
JIC on the minds ol many students and men
(enter There is no charge lor HIV or syphilis testing
often have questions iboul what the) ran be
letted tin al the Universilj Health Center
HIV resulls are given 10 students al a
11 IK 1 rtiis column will describe the services
tollow-up visil about two weeks aflcr the
wc offci and now students can access those
testing is done Syphilis results are available
services resting for some STI's 1- done differ
in about seven to ten days and are reported to
cnily in men than in women
studcnls by email or phone
the most common bacterial infections
If you have lesions ihumps of
occurring in the urethra ol nun (the tube
rashesi in ihe pubic area you can be checked
through which urine leaves die hodyi are
for HPV ihuman papilloma virus), HSV
gonorrhea and chlamydis Men with either ol
(herpes simplex virus! or mnlluscurn conta
these infections may nave a discharge from the
giosum (a common, benign, viral skin inlet
ivnisur burning with urination, hm often there
lion I at the Health ( enter I he diagnosis ol

Holiday Enchantment
Dress for a nigrjii t<» remcmbei with uchly
embroidered shawls, beaded necklace* and
elegant handbags handcrafted by skilled artisans
an mnd the vs i srld
Handcrafted In India and Vietnam tia-tn

s*i«-».

@ < an

K.

rin in

Vavel lMi>i-ili on Ki. 4^
Turn Left onto MI.
< ' I i 111 o 11 Pile*?.
< >|>«-ii Mon

FAIHLV

TRADED

HAMDICRAFTS

VIII A<

«>:: i < >

Sxl.

.'>:<><>

(r>4"l 4:i:i-4"M'>

I AIM! V IRADID HANIHCRAI IS I ROM UN I HOI) SAND VII I ACtS

I lie Health (enter now
offers urine testing tor these infections. (No
mure swab in the penis) It is important nol to
Urinate fen at least one hour before providing
the urine sample I he cost is $13 Kland resulls
are available in seven to ten days
resting foi Hl\ ,uu\ syphilis is also

available al the Health Center and require thai a
blood sample be taken Ills clinic is offered on
Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons by
appointment.
ill\ testing is anonymous,
meaning that numbers are used to identity
individuals being tested Records of HIV
testing arc not included in your rue medical
, hart Syphilis testing can ix- done at the same
lime as ItiV testing 01 can be done sejierately

HPV or mollustum is made by looking at ihe
lesions I here is no specific laboraton lest
lor HPV in males, or lor molluscunt
Preliminary diagnosis ol HSV is made hv
Uxiking al the lesions but the diagnosis is
confirmed by obtaining a sample ol fluid
from Ihe lesions and sending il to a lab for
eultunng The culture costs S45.IMI and il
I.ikes about .i week to get results
I here is no one lest that can be
done to cheek tor all of Ihesc STI's The
Health ( enter otters screening (testing in
those without symptoms) as well as testing
and clinical examination for those with
symptoms Call Ihe Health (enter at
ViX-M7x lor an appointment

To to) Incoolaci wrilfc you MM tow
respond in personal ids u
breeze _pvr\onal\«■ holmail.com

Classifieds

to Poil .1 classified (of PenooalJ
(i.» it* wHw.thcbreczf.orK
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[For Rent]

[For Sale]
I B VMMING Mm I \ IMS '
i IAOAI norg) Drink hop -in it
piodu) com NVi M email
2B Fiurcomcaitjwl Free Samples!

<u I) iow\ H*BURfl rWoBtaki
ln*n campus I arge •'ap-around porch.
(ircai condition llireo bedroom, two
lulltuihs (5401564-15X0 WWW.taJbOjbC

act 15303

[Help Wantedj

|, n s
Individual leases M«>sl allow pets I
- 10 bedroom-. (lose 10 campus mm
castieorODCrt) BOHI

wi

I'AVI r rOtTSpa
(ittl'.iid lnlhmk.com

1l< H SES Choose your house whik the
lleCUOB kl beat I - 10 bedroom houses
MOM with yards and porches Moil
■llOWpOti i k)MtO< UBWUI LanjB
room mvw^utltproporl) eon
s Si I

'HARII NDINU! I
No I aparianea Necaaaarj i raining
Provided 140*9654320X1 212
Responsive Management (www
tespomnemanagemcnt coou. J wUdUA
natural resource research firm is hiring
pohlc. professional, reliable sur\ c> s
(NOSALES) I'art-iiine evening hours:
Sundav-Saturday, schedule taries hosed
on project; Appls at 110 franklin Street
(540) 432-IM8 (540) 432-1 «KK

I wanted to share
Private entrance A hat"
Rent MOO I eleeincns • water par
north WMherrttryer on premise. i540j
MAI

IOWMHUM

:-HR AI'AR IMKNTS 2007-01 Qokt "
student eonipla seama itwknb tired of
noisi neighbors I arge Imngroom.AA\

WAI1RISS WMIIKMI Dl I > Saigon
( ate. I nd.i> Sat mghls i ■ I

\s n. D * 1601
wsiM cjMlcprupcrt) com

iMil^USportaMadteRal I

KiWMKil S| M)K Rl Nl' 2 harms. I
h available Ox mble—a starting Januars
SJISplus utilities Call Sara alt 5401
622 72<M
rOWNHOI SI IOH Rl
Ridge 4 Bedroofi
Waaoaraod dryer,
Spa WaluogdbtinoeioJMI S2$O.O0i
month per person utilities not included
Cnll<540>29S-27l6or(S40>4IO-2l9l
Sccutity deposit and first month rent
racnired
\ri 4KIM Madison kn.uc.ntR.
iBdth. t lose iocarapua o» 114354196

Nrvt) "«»

Depatiiient is seeking a student to
serve as a Web Designer in Athletics
Photographs tor the 20064007 school
vesas Dutlea include ladsting exboni
vseh sites, iiWallim
vsiUi administrative OIIKC H
some photograph) work I lexihle
10 hour a week sJu-duk Siiviestul
candidates should he t.innli.ir with
Dreamweaver. I lash and Photoshop
priigrams on a Macintosh I'
experience is abonei it lotareated
please anpl> online at JoMmk M e-mail
ku«hne«:s<i|muedu

Teachers & Tutors!

IM I \( i <»i MTINGINTERNSHIP
I .llltl.ld 1 BiaUlM lc.lmoloti.-s.

I(H Al I RAVI I I'Ritl I SSIONAI *s
Representing SIS (ravel, SuRSpttth

M'RIM.ItRI \K lt\ll\M\s ■ inas from $199 pa
person-Include, t raise Ion
Resort in the Mahamas- Odn
Bboavailabk BookEari) forFRI I
VIP Pmy Packan; roll Fn
• •.in \i
124)-www
i com

dodwi

aDeMneA Ibucbe rcchoolog)
I .isl 50," makers ot Rosct '
. learning loftwait W8fl
III I'l^and continues to
experiaa
tad prowlB v»e
are ctirrentl> seeking an Inlenuiioiul
toeounting Intern to join oui I niance

iti.i UcoundnajleanB Dutteaand
Responsihihli.s
•I manual Reporting and AII,II>MSReconciling prepaid, fbtcd and other
cruadaapanaOi nncntors. mar*

Icachcts ,v 1 utiirs arc needed
111 Harrisonhurg (its tor High
School and I k'mcntar\ Icvd Math
SCHHIOBI 1 owlish
,v ihstors profrenu
Program* ire Mondays, Tucsda\s,
WMottdsyi and Tbundtys,
3:l5pm-4:30pm SI4 hour
Appls at uv.u
universilMnMiiKlotstom in

location VAW

accounts, do
■AS-I-I

m annual aitemnl and internal
audits Minimum loh RaOJUirCOMAJ
•I XCCllCrt coiniminiiation skills.
iiK'luding vciKil and written
•Computer skills m hoth Microsott otlice
(Word. I \iel 1 "I'oMtive attitude and
problere s-»i* Inj skills *AbUlt> to dig in
and lind IMH ■ MI M nnproi a III*
Minimum ol I u-ar .ommiinient »»t
summer only commitment Io apply,
please xnd your resume to Lauren * !ota
I ( ol I ffROSI I rASTONI ( OM
I Jirticld I anguagc lechnologies is an
I.qual ()pportunit> I mplo>er 1540)432ftlhft
MO SI I I INO INVOLVED v.oelfel
Reaaarchlnc is hiring part time
telephone intCTVieWCre, no selling

involved, toconduel aarreyi Make own
schedule Mmiiimn ] hour shots. 1 days
a Weak, one weekend shift required
Shitls are MoiKk) I rulas Spa ■ 11 pin.
da) Ipm-ftpm
;
I -i'.:s

[Travel]
SHKISt.HRI \K IN Hl\lKIN2007'
BaperiCBCe I ondon I ngland lor sour
2007 Spring HreA - the capital ol cool
- price is Sft**'' per pers*m. and includes
■CCOrarnOdaOon in the heart ot I ondon.

iprina-braak companies I >
preHrtanoni m bdh iduall] Spring
break, ski. cruises, otha destinations
(test pines »\v.
N lia\el
com 1400-215-7223 or I ■
■

3KYD1V1 ! One Da) i WFreerell

I elebrauon 20th
mar) » Sun Splash roun i me
(rip on ever) 12 before No* i Free

hair in Ironi ot his face lo*4,mg lor his
mateh MuM like hands where the lead
smcer HUnds like a eirl ADI

Meals and Parlies. Holiest IK*al ever
Group DtSCOUntSOn '•' Hottest Spring
Break daatlnatioM 1400426-7710
www aunaplashu u

Sum bo) looking lor his little surfer
girl Can sou keep ttte U-Cs i»n the rtOM?
Swcecceccl I et'sdate M>:

IRAVI I WmiS~TStoiiiis)evVtop
io Spring Break aeaunmioml Best deals
guaranteed' HiglK-st rep COOUBUalona
Vail wwn Mstrevel com or ,.iii 1400■i.nip dlacounts

I ets have n lam sesh I ookuuj tor
m> Joan led who likes to fOCk out lo
classici Han Bridie) Spears?I et's
w|Hca>Pi|hl»gcOM,A,Pi

Jt;r rVfrarJc3k Coirfu ^atU arJ Renrat'tr arJ
"^ofs BtbJfi VcVrtwi pre Drpaitrrrf fin tW

Thm Brtait ClmMlff^B
or* SO .ffwctlvm.
YOU can tmll ANHHIN6
you -anil

lassaft^^y*

daii> breaUaauwcokl) nwcacardal
least two .ighlsecing loots in I ondon.
an optional London Da Vince Code tout
and pub crawl and more' Price excludes
Mights Call us today on 10005990635
or email uksGi springhrcaklondon
can; wwn niiiujlaiililiawnwi com
discounts ior groups oi io or more so
JUM ask'

Personalsj

trout OUT
mpei
aim in I
■ lion is
on WWW sksditcorangccoMi Oil 1
Cl RIM It Ml s■ .

IJT

It's aoiy and fattl
Visit wMrtv.trlebreezc.oraj
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Haunted Cave
ENDLESS CAVERNS IS TURNING INTO ENDLESS
HAUNTED CAVERNS! ON THE DATES OF OCT.
20,21,27,28,29,30, AND 31 ST WE WILL
TRANSFORM OUR BEAUTIFUL CAVERNS INTO A

Got Business?

c

vt » r'o1^

L^t al tat* ut-t,
arltCft f^^ ra-;| arJ

f

t'|ore r^'-l}+\

.UJ
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3fi i't,\i % ^i Flt»M.
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WWW.ENDLESSCAVERNS.COM

h

R/rMJ <1? ft »fe>
U/UJi
lint.

L.<"ltc

^ProrJclV Ccirl*. rill.

Vi.ralVr:

HAUNTED TOURS ARE FROM 6 TO 10 P.M.
FOR DIRECTIONS VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

r^« <!-.I..J3U.
r„.V

PREPARED TO BE SCARED! THIS IS ONLY FOR A
LIMITED TIME, SO DON'T MISS OUT!

Advertise with The Breeze!
97% of students say that they read The Breeze
at least once or twice a month.

HAUNTED CAVE! COME JOIN THE FUN AND BE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 540-896-2283

rr
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c
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ltaLu2+v culture a*ut a,

23 E Beverly SI.
SUunton. VA
IS minutes st might
down l-8l
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(540) 885-0102

HR FOREST

t+fjU vek -r^

HnurrTEPWOOWTWiL
6VfW pfiWW AND ^OTORIXN T r* MONTH Of
OaooetJ dm) WOWTJMM. OOOWP 25IH
Throw TW^IW. OOOiXR 3i\T
7P"UWltlPM
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FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor
An Independent. unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - correspondents around the world provide concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas.
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool
Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor com

WWWJ

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St b 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

South
Main St.

Downtown

540-434-Wm

540-134-6980

Chocolate
Peanut Stnawbennu
Batten
1 •oi All Your Housing Needs... A

(Riner Rentals
540-438-880 0

ffl

^^
ffl

ffl f ] ffl

0

Numerous Housing Options:
Westport Village * Hunters Ridge * Mason Street *J-M's *Dev< n Li
Madison Manner * Liberty Street * College Station
NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08 Si HOOL YEAR
wwwiriiierrentals.com

iic
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ampfire queen
ycling champion
enti mental
Learn more about
Marjon Walrod
and tell us more
about you. Visit
pwc.com/bringit.
Your life. You can
bring it with you.

*connectedthinking

PRICEWATERHOUS^COPERS
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